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Abstract
We show how Stone duality can be extended from maps to relations. This is achieved by working
order enriched and defining a relation from A to B as both an order-preserving function Aop × B → 2
and as a subobject of A×B. We show that dual adjunctions and equivalences between regular categories,
taken in a suitably order enriched sense, extend to (framed bi)categories of relations.
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1 Introduction
In this article we will extend Stone-type dualities from maps to relations. The motivation for this comes,
independently, from domain theory and from duality theory.
Domain Theory Starting from Scott [40], domain theory is, at least in part, concerned with describing
infinite data as well as continuous functions via finite approximants. This leads to Scott’s algebraic domains
and approximable maps, the latter being relations between the finite approximants of two domains that
capture continuity of functions betwen the domains themselves. Smyth [42] continued the development of
this idea by supposing the finite approximants play the role of propositions in a logic of properties of the
domain elements. Abramsky [1] investigated a similar idea in the context of SFP domains, providing analysis
of a wide variety of domain constructions in terms of relations on the corresponding distributive lattices.
Jung and Su¨nderhauf [19] extended the techniques to general stably compact spaces and proximity lattices
(distributive lattices equipped with a suitable “way below” relation). Kegelmann, Jung and Moshier [26]
then extended the Jung-Su¨nderhauf duality to relations on the stably compact spaces. This permitted many
constructions (products, coproducts, lifting, etc.) on stably compact spaces to be dealt with by Abramsky’s
logical form methods. Following up on Kegelmann et al, in a more purely topological setting, [34] establishes a
duality for compact Hausdorff spaces and proximity lattices that satisfy a simple strong form of distributivity.
This duality for compact Hausdorff spaces can be derived from the duality of Boolean algebras and Stone
spaces by a sequence of purely category theoretic constructions. In order to do this, one needs to work order
enriched and so the construction starts out from the duality of bounded distributive lattices and Priestley
spaces (=ordered Stone spaces) and proceeds as follows.
• Extend the duality of distributive lattices and Priestley spaces from functions to relations.
• Complete these relational categories by the (ordered) Karoubi envelope (=ordered splitting of idem-
potents), obtaining a duality for monotone relations of continuous spaces.
• Restrict this relational duality to maps.
Each step in this construction is purely categorical and, therefore, preserves dual adjunctions. In fact, starting
from the dual equivalence of distributive lattices and Priestley spaces we arrive at the dual equivalence of
proximity lattices and Nachbin spaces (=ordered compact Hausdorff spaces).
In this paper we concentrate on the first step, which consists of extending a duality of maps to a duality of
relations.
Duality Theory For the applications we have in mind, we need that a relation A # B is both on the
algebraic side and on the topological side a subobject of A×B, or, in the ordered setting, an upward closed
subobject of Aop × B. But since the dual of a subobject of the product is a quotient of the coproduct and
not itself again a subobject of a product, this endeavor seems to be doomed to fail. One of the main points
of this article is to show that in the order-enriched setting, for so-called weakening closed relations, it is
possible to circumvent these problems by exploiting a duality of certain spans and cospans.
Indeed, at the heart of the construction is the observation that in the order enriched setting relations can
be both tabulated as spans and co-tabulated as cospans. This will allow us to define the Stone dual of a
relation R as the cospan obtained from dualising the span tabulating R. The main result of this paper shows
that this construction extends a given duality of maps to a duality for relations.
In order to formulate this result precisely we first review order enriched category theory (Section 2) followed
by a study of order-enriched spans and cospans (Section 3). We then show how the extension from maps to
relations works in the category of posets (Section 4). Building on this, we will be in a position to extend the
duality of bounded distributive lattices and Priestley spaces to relations (Section 5). As it turns out, this
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result can be generalized to order-regular categories (Section 6), which do support a general duality theory
of relations (Section 7).
Examples of dual relations arise from different questions including the following.
• Given a topological space equipped with an equivalence relation, preorder or partial order, what is the
algebraic structure dual to the quotient of the topological space by its equivalence relation (or by its
preorder or by its partial order)?
• Given a non-determinstic computation formalised as a relation in a category of domains or topological
spaces, what is its dual relation between preconditions and postconditions?
• Given algebraic structure extended with relations, what is its topological dual?
• In particular, given a sequent calculus formalised as a relation in a category of algebras, what is its
dual semantics for which it is sound and complete?
Answers to some of these questions in concrete examples (Sections 4.4, 5.3, 6.3, 7.3) are meant to be read
before going into the details of the technical developments.
Contributions of the paper include:
• Formula (7) for computing the dual of a relation.
• Example 5.15 showing that, as a consequence of (7), the dual of the relation that quotients Cantor
space to the unit interval is the way below relation on the algebra of clopens.
• Theorem 5.9 on the equivalence of Priestley and distributive lattice relations.
• Theorem 6.11 on extending functors between concretely order-regular categories from maps to relations
• Theorem 7.6 on extending equivalences of categories of maps to equivalences of categories of relations.
• Theorem 7.11 on extending adjunctions of categories of maps to adjunctions of framed bicategories of
relations.
Related Work We draw on a range of previous work. From the point of view of domain theory this paper
is, of course, in in the tradition of Abramsky’s Domain Theory in Logical From [1], and Smyth [42] that
emphasizes domains as systems of data that can be described by finitary (logical) means. We bring this
together with the tradition of domain theory as enriched category theory introduced by Smyth and Plotkin
[43] and continued by eg [52, 38, 39, 7, 53, 50, 17]. We also rely on Kelly’s monograph on enriched category
theory [27] and work by Guitart [20] and Street [47, 48] who investigated relations in categories enriched
over categories where we specialise to categories enriched over posets. The categorical theory of relation
lifting started with Barr [3] who also showed that relation lifting of a set-functor is functorial iff the functor
preserves weak pullbacks (or exact squares). Work by Trnkova [51], Freyd and Scedrov [14], Hermida and
Jacobs [22, 21], and Moss [33] has also been influential. In the field of ordered algebra, work by Scott such as
[40, 41], as well as Goguen, Thatcher and Wright [16] and, in particular, Bloom and Wright [6] and Kelly and
Power [28] were important to us, as well as our own continuation of their work [30] which introduced order-
regular categories. Weakening relation algebras are studied by Jipsen and Galatos in [23, 15]. Our paper is
also part of coalgebra, in particular of the line of research extending set-based coalgebra to coalgebras over
enriched categories initiated by Rutten [39] and Worrell [54]. In particular, we take from [4, 5] the insight,
ultimately going back to Street [48], that, in the order enriched setting, relations can be both tabulated and
cotabulated. Last but not least, from the field of duality theory, we rely on the classical results of Stone [45]
and Priestley [37], summarised in the monographs of Johnstone [24] and Davey and Priestley [12].
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2 Preliminaries on Ordered Category Theory
We review some known material on order-enriched categories. Most important for us is that ordered relations,
also known as monotone relations or weakening closed relations or weakening relations, can be both tabulated
via spans and co-tabulated via cospans. This observation is pivotal for our duality of relations.
2.1 Ordered Categories and Weighted Limits
An important aspect of ordered categories is that they offer a richer notion of limits. Of particular importance
to us will be the ordered analogues of pullback, pushout and coequalizer, also known as comma object1,
co-comma object and co-inserter. Comma objects tabulate (and cocomma objects co-tabulate) relations.
Coinserters take quotients wrt theories of inequations.
Throughout this paper, Pos denotes the category of partially ordered sets (aka posets) and order-preserving
(aka monotone) functions.
A Pos-category C is a category in which the homsets are posets and where composition is monotone in both
arguments. In other words, a Pos-category is a category enriched over Pos. A Pos-functor is a functor that
is locally monotone, that is, a functor that preserves the order on the homsets.
If C is a Pos-category, then Cop denotes the Pos-category which turns around the arrows and Cco denotes the
Pos-category which turns around the order on the homsets.
Since Pos is cartesian closed and complete and cocomplete we are in the framework studied in Kelly’s
monograph [27]. If we want to emphasise that we work in this framework, we follow Kelly and prefix the
notions with “Pos-”, but, still following Kelly, we also may drop the prefix if it is clear from the context. If
we want to emphasise non enriched categories, we speak of “ordinary” categories, “ordinary” functors, etc.
Pos is itself a Pos-category. We write
[A,B]
for the poset of maps A→ B ordered pointwise. In Pos, we have available not only the ordinary or conical
(co)limits but also a number of very useful so-called weighted or indexed (co)limits, in particular comma
objects, co-comma objects and coinserters will play a major role.
Notions such as epi and mono carry over from ordinary category theory to Pos-enriched category theory
unchanged. But they are not always the most useful notions. For example, more important to us than
injection is embedding, that is, a map m : A → B in Pos that is order-reflecting. If m : A → B is an
embedding then m is injective and A inherits the order from B.
Definition 2.1. Let C be a Pos-category. An arrowm : A→ B is a P-mono if C(−,m) : C(X,A)→ C(X,B)
is an embedding. An arrow is a P-epi if it is a P-mono in Cop.
Remark 2.2. Explicitly, m is a P-mono iff m◦f ≤ m◦g ⇒ f ≤ g and e is a P-epi iff f ◦e ≤ g◦e ⇒ f ≤ g.
Whereas Set has epi/mono factorizations, Pos has P-epi/P-mono factorizations:
Example 2.3. In Pos the P-monos are precisely the embeddings and the P-epis are precisely the epis or
surjections. They form the
(Onto,Emb)
factorization system that will play a major role later.
While pullbacks will continue to play a role in Pos, we also need what could be called order-pullbacks or
P-pullbacks, but is more commonly known as quasi-pullbacks or comma objects.
1The name “comma object” stems from Lawvere’s comma categories.
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Definition 2.4 (comma, P-kernel, cocomma). Given a diagram (aka a cospan) A → C ← B, the comma
object (or just comma for short) of the cospan is a span A←W → B such that in the diagram
W
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
A
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ ≤ B
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
C
the left-hand composition is smaller than the right-hand composition and such that for any other span
A← X → B with this property there is a unique X →W such that the two triangles in
X
=

=


W
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
A
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
≤ B
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
C
commute. Moreover, there is a 2-dimensional requirement: If there are two cones A
fi
←− X
gi
−→ B with
f1 ≤ f2 and g1 ≤ g2, then also h1 ≤ h2 for the unique arrows hi : X → W . In the special case where the
two legs of the cospan are the same arrow f , we speak of the order-kernel or P-kernel of f . A cocomma
in C is a comma in Cop.
While we will encounter comma-objects in other categories than Pos, we will only need to compute it in
Pos itself.
Example 2.5. In Pos, the comma of the cospan (j, k) is given by W = {(a, b) | j(a) ≤ k(b)} together with
the two projections on the domain of j and k, respectively. The order on W is inherited from the order on
A and B, that is, the induced W → A× B is an embedding.
The next example highlights one of the reasons why we need to work order enriched. In the order-enriched
setting, the order on a cocomma object C in A → C ←− B can encode any weakening relation R : A# B
(see the next subsection for more on weakening relations).
Example 2.6. In Pos, the cocomma of a span A
p
←− R
q
−→ B is the cospan A
j
−→ C
k
←− B where the
carrier of C is the disjoint union of A and B and the order on C is inherited from A, B and R. In detail,
≤C is the smallest partial order satisfying a ≤C a′ ⇔ a ≤A a′ and a ≤C b⇐ aRb and b ≤C b′ ⇔ b ≤B b′.
In universal algebra regular factorizations play a crucial role. The regular factorization of an arrow f is
obtained by taking the coequalizer of its kernel. In the ordered setting, we factor f by taking the coinserter
(or P-coequalizer) of its P-kernel. Intuitively, while coequalizers quotient by equations, coinserters quotient
by inequations:
Definition 2.7. Given a pair of two parallel arrows (f, g) the coinserter e is the universal arrow wrt the
property e ◦ f ≤ e ◦ g. In detail, this means that if there are k1 ≤ k2 such that ki ◦ f ≤ ki ◦ g then there are
unique h1 ≤ h2 such that hi ◦ e = ki. An arrow that is a coinserter is also called a P-regular epi.
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Example 2.8. The coinserters in Pos are precisely the surjections. In fact, in Pos the notions of surjection,
epi, P-epi, and P-regular epi coincide. In the category of preorders, the coinserter of (p, q) with p, q : X → Y is
simply given by (Y,⊑) where ⊑ is the smallest preorder containing the order of Y and {(p(x), q(x)) | x ∈ X}.
So we see clearly how taking a coinserter corresponds to adding inequations. A coinserter in Pos is computed
by first taking the coinserter in preorders and then quotienting by the equivalence y ≡ y′ ⇔ y ⊑ y′ & y′ ⊑ y.
Remark 2.9 (inserter). An inserter in C is a coinserter in Cop. Inserters will only appear in minor remarks
and examples in this paper. It is enough to know that in Pos, the inserter of (j, k) with (j, k) : X → Y is
the subposet of X given by {x | j(x) ≤ k(x)}. For a reader who wishes to see examples of how the duality
of inserters and coinserters plays out in a setting similar to ours we refer to [11].
Remark 2.10 (On Terminology). Thinking from the point of view of enriched category theory or from the
point of view of universal algebra often suggests different terminology.
• Bloom and Wright [6] noticed that many results in order universal algebra can be stated verbatim the
same way as the corresponding results in ordinary universal algebra if one is careful about how to define
the corresponding notions in the ordered setting. They mark these ordered notions by prefixing them
with a “P-”. Sometimes these notions agree with those from enriched category theory. For example,
a P-category is a Pos-category, a P-functor is a Pos-functor, a P-monad is a Pos-monad, but the same
is not true for P-monos, P-epis, P-faithful, P-kernel, P-coequalizer. One theme is that P-notions often
add a requirement of order-reflection. Another is that P-notions work well with inequational theories
instead of only with equational theories. As a rule, in a category with discrete homsets, the P-notions
should coincide with the ordinary notions.
• On the other hand, the category theoretic notions have the advantage that they make sense in other
enriched categories. For example, some results in ordered algebra arise as the poset collapse of more
general results from category-enriched categories, which have a well-developed theory (see eg [47, 48,
49, 28, 8, 9]) that can be exploited in the poset-enriched setting.
• Another advantage of category theoretic notions such as comma object and coinserter is that they
include the 2-dimensional aspect of weighted limits, as opposed to Bloom and Wright’s P-kernel or
P-coequalizer. The 2-dimensional aspect is essential in abstract Pos-categories, but comes for free in
Pos itself, as well as in other concrete Pos-categories, which explains why the difference does not matter
for the purposes of this paper.
• We summarize our compromise terminology in Table 1. All of the P-notions are from Bloom and
Wright [6].
There are other weighted limits than comma objects and inserters. For our purposes, the easiest way
to define the totality of all weighted limits is to use a theorem of Kelly [27, (3.68)] which states that if a
complete and cocomplete category has the special weighted limits known as powers and the special weighted
colimits known as tensors, then it has all weighted limits and all weighted colimits:
Definition 2.11. Let A be an object of a Pos-category C and X ∈ Pos. Then the co-tensor or power X ⋔ B
is defined as the unique up-to-iso solution of the equation
[X, C(A,B)] ∼= C(A,X ⋔ B)
and the dual notion of co-power or tensor X •A is determined by
[X, C(A,B)] ∼= C(X •A,B).
Example 2.12. In posets, the power X ⋔ B is the poset of monotone functions X → B. In distributive
lattices, with X a poset and B a distributive lattice, X ⋔ B is the distributive lattice of monotone functions
X → B.
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category theory universal algebra
Pos-category P-category
Pos-functor P-functor
- P-faithful
representably fully faithful P-mono
- P-epi
comma object -
- P-kernel
coinserter P-coequaliser
(coinserter) P-regular epi
Table 1: Summary of Terminology
We can now define completeness in the enriched sense.
Definition 2.13. A Pos-category is (finitely) complete if it has (finite) products, equalizers and powers,
and it is (finitely) cocomplete if it has (finite) coproducts, coequalizers and tensors. In particular, a com-
plete Pos-category has commas and inserters and a cocomplete Pos-category has cocommas and coinserters.
2.2 Weakening Relations
This section introduces the protagonists of this paper, namely weakening-closed or monotone relations. Let
Rel(Pos) or Pos
denote the Pos-category where objects are posets A,B, . . ., arrows A# B are monotone maps Aop×B → 2,
and 2-cells are given pointwise (in other words, if we identify a relation with {(a, b) | R(a, b) = 1}, then
relations are ordered by set-inclusion). Since 2 is a poset, all homsets Pos(A,B) are posets. The identity
of A is the order of A and composition is ordinary relational composition. Composition of R : A # B and
S : A# B is written as R ;S or S ·R.
We call these relationsmonotone relations or weakening-closed relations or weakening relations
for short. They are also the Pos-enriched cousins of their categories-enriched relatives known as profunctors,
distributors, or bimodules. The term weakening-closure derives from the fact that the monotonicity of
Aop ×B → 2 amounts to the rule
a′ ≤ aR b ≤ b′
a′R b′
which is known as weakening in the case where R is a Gentzen-style ⊢ in a proof theoretic setting.
For every map f : A→ B in Pos there are relations
f∗ : A# B
given by (a, b) 7→ B(fa, b) : Aop ×B → 2 and
f∗ : B # A
given by (a, b) 7→ B(b, fa) : A×Bop → 2. We have that
f∗ ⊣ f
∗
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in Pos. Moreover, the left-adjoints recover the maps among the relations: if we have r ⊣ s for two relations
r, s, then there is a monotone function f in Pos such that r = f∗ and s = f
∗. 2
The functor (−)∗ : Pos→ Pos is covariant on 1-cells and contravariant on 2-cells.
The functor (−)∗ : Pos→ Pos is contravariant on 1-cells and covariant on 2-cells.
This notation can be used to explain how a span (A
p
← W
q
→ B) represents, or tabulates, the relation
Rel(p, q) = q∗ ·p∗ and how a cospan (A
j
→ C
k
← B) represents, or cotabulates, the relation Rel(j, k) = k∗ ·j∗.
We conclude with a couple of useful observations.
Proposition 2.14. The identity relation on A is the comma of A
id
→ A
id
← A.
Proposition 2.15. A monotone function m is an embedding in Pos if and only if m∗ ·m∗ = Id. A monotone
function e is a surjection in Pos if and only if Id = e∗ · e∗. 3
2.3 Ordered Algebra
Stone duality for relations takes place in an order enriched setting. To understand the algebraic side of the
duality, we review some aspects of order enriched algebra. For the purposes of this paper, ordered algebra
is Pos-enriched algebra. In particular, all operations are order-preserving. This has the advantage that a
relation A # B between two ordered algebras can be simply defined as a monotone relation Aop × B → 2
the projections of which are algebra homomorphisms. We explain this now in more detail and conclude with
examples of algebraic structure with order-reversing operations.
Our notion of an ordered (quasi)-variety is the one of Bloom and Wright [6]. As in the ordinary case,
a P-variety can be defined in various equivalent ways. (Recall that a functor is locally monotone if it
preserves the order on the homsets.) A P-variety U : A → Pos is, equivalently,
• a category of algebras with monotone operations for a finitary signature definable by a set of inequa-
tions.
• a category of algebras with monotone operations for a finitary signature closed under HSP. Here we
need to take H as closure under quotients by inequations, or closure under coinserters, to use the
terminology of Section 2.1. Similarly, closure under SP needs to be generalized to include all weighted
limits. This can be done by adding in closure under powers, or by generalizing closure under S from
equalizers to inserters.
• a category of algebras for a locally monotone monad T : Pos → Pos that is strongly finitary in the
sense that it is the Pos-enriched left-Kan extension of its restriction to finite discrete posets.
We settle for the last item as our official definition, since it is the most succinct one and liberates us from
repeating the standard definitions of universal algebra such as signature, inequations, and closure under HSP.
The equivalence of the last item with the previous two can be found in [30, Thm.6.9], which also contains a
full explanation of the technical notions involved as well as further references.
Convenient properties that follow from this definition are that coinserters (=quotients by inequations)
are surjections and that free constructions as well as the monad T preserve surjections.4 This need not be
the case for the more general notion of finitary monads on Pos, which are a special case of the notion of
algebra studied by Kelly and Power [28].
2In the discrete setting, a function f and its relation f∗ are the same set {(x, f(x))} of pairs. In the ordered setting, f∗
corresponds the set of pairs {(x, y) | f(x) ≤ y}. To recover f from an adjunction l ⊣ r we obtain from the unit that (i) every
a ∈ A gives rise to an upset al = l(a,−) and a downset ar = r(−, a) with non-empty intersection and we obtain from the counit
that (ii) this intersection can contain at most one element. Thus fa = al ∩ ar.
3One can replace “=” by “≤” since the other direction is, respectively, the unit and counit of the adjunction and always
holds.
4[30, Thm.6.3] shows that strongly finitary functors preserve surjections. On the other hand, [30, Exle.6.4] shows that,
conversely, being finitary and preserving surjections is not enough to imply strongly finitary.
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Since surjections coincide with P-regular epis, we can also say that A is the category of algebras for a
strongly finitary P-regular monad and, since Pos is P-regular but not regular in the ordinary sense, we may
even say that P-varieties are the categories of algebras for a strongly finitary, regular monad on Pos.5
Example 2.16. The category DL of bounded distributive lattices is a P-variety. Note that, as a P-variety,
DL is different from the ordinary variety of distributive lattices as DL now has ordered homsets. The category
BA of Boolean algebras is the full subcategory of DL consisting of Boolean algebras.
Remark 2.17. It was shown in [11, Thm.12] that the inclusion BA→ DL is the free completion of BA wrt a
certain class of inserters. Informally, we may say that DL is the smallest category containing BA and closed
under Pos-enriched subobjects.
Definition 2.18. A DL-relation R : A# B is a monotone relation UA# UB that is tabulated by a span
in DL.
In other words, R : A# B is DL-relation if it is weakening closed and a subalgebra of A×B. Spelling this
out in detail this means that R is closed under the following rules.
a′ ≤ aRb ≤ b′
a′Rb′ 0R0 1R1
aRb a′Rb′
(a ∧ a′)R(b ∧ b′)
aRb a′Rb′
(a ∨ a′)R(b ∨ b′)
Example 2.19. The property of being a subalgebra interacts with weakening closure in a subtle way.
1. If A = B = 2 ∈ DL, then there are only two relations A # B, namely the identity ≤
2
and the total
relation.
2. If A and B are the 3-chain distributive lattice, then the smallest weakening-closed DL-relation A# B
is {(0, 0), (0, b), (0, 1), (a, 1), (1, 1)}, where the middle elements are called a and b, respectively. This
relation is the weakening-closure of the initial span (p : 2→ A, q : 2→ B).
As we will see in this paper, this interplay between weakening closure and the subalgebra property is crucial
to extend Stone duality to relations. It has some, maybe at first sight unexpected, consequences for structures
that have order-reversing operations. For example, if we equip Boolean algebras with their natural order
then the only weakening-closed BA-relation is the total relation.
Example 2.20. Let R : A# B be a Boolean relation between Boolean algebras equipped with their natural
order. Then R is the total relation. Indeed, because of (0, 0) ∈ R, we have, by weakening closure, (0, 1) ∈ R
and then by closure under negation (1, 0) ∈ R, hence, again by weakening closure, (a, b) ∈ R for all a ∈ A
and b ∈ B.
This example raises the question of what the order of Boolean algebras should be in the order-enriched
setting. There are two possible answers. In the first remark below, the order on a Boolean algebra is discrete,
in the second the order is the natural order, as inherited from distributive lattices.
Remark 2.21 (The P-variety of Boolean algebras is discrete). If we want Boolean algebras to form a P-
variety, all operations need to be monotone. Since Boolean algebras have negation, the order on the homsets
as well as the order on individual Boolean algebras (witnessed by the forgetful functor) must be discrete.
This does not contradict closure under ordered quotients since ordered congruences in Boolean algebras
are necessarily symmetric and hence equivalence relations [11, Sec.2.2]. It also does not contradict closure
under weighted limits, since the forgetful functor to Pos has a left-adjoint given by composing the connected
component functor Pos→ Set with the ordinary free construction of Boolean algebras. More technically, we
can say that the category of discretely ordered Boolean algebras is exact in the ordered sense [30, Exle.3.22].
It then follows from [30, Thm.5.9] that the forgetful functor from discretely ordered Boolean algebras to Pos
is a P-variety.
5The notion of a P-regular category was introduced in [30, Def.3.18] where it was simply called regular.
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The previous remark is only of interest since it indicates that the theory of P-varieties specializes to the
theory of ordinary varieties in the discrete case. But this discrete point of view fails to exhibit any new order
related structure. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we consider BA as a full subcategory of the P-variety
DL equipped with the forgetful functor BA → DL → Pos. From this point of view the homsets between
Boolean algebras are still discrete, but their carriers are not.
Remark 2.22 (BA is not a P-variety). While BA → DL→ Pos equips Boolean algebras with their natural
order, BA → Pos is now not a P-variety, since BA is not closed under weighted limits. For example, the
power 2 ⋔ 2, see Definition 2.11, is the three element distributive lattice. In fact, every DL is an inserter of
Boolean algebras in a canonical way [11, Prop.10] and DL is a closure of BA under weighted limits.
Let us note that, mutatis mutandis, the last two remarks also apply to other mixed variance ordered
structures such as Heyting algebras. This means that our approach can deal with mixed variance only
indirectly by embedding the mixed variant signatures into order-preserving signatures. The next example
illustrates that this difficulty is related to our interest in relations A# B where A 6= B.
Remark 2.23. Let us illustrate why order-reversing operations present a problem for binary relations
A# B. For example, in the case of Boolean algebras or Heyting algebras, we might want to add, respectively,
to the Definition 2.18 of a DL-relation the clauses
aR b
¬bR¬a
a1Rb1 a2R b2
(b1 → a2)R (a1 → b2)
as eg in Pigozzi [35, Def.2.1]. But because now the as and bs are switching sides, this only makes sense if
A = B whereas in this paper we are interested in “multi-lingual” relations [26] that connect different objects,
or types, as we would say in computer science.
2.4 Ordered Stone Duality
As we have seen in Section 2.3 on Ordered Algebra, weakening relations are more interesting in the ordered
category DL then in the discrete category of Boolean algebras. We therefore decided to treat BA as a full
subcategory of DL and dualize Boolean relations inside the larger category of distributive lattices. This lines
up nicely with the way that Johnstone [24] introduces Stone duality where he first presents the duality of
spectral spaces and distributive lattices and then obtains the duality of Stone spaces and Boolean algebras as
the discrete restriction. We follow this approach in that we take the duality for distributive lattice as more
fundamental, but find it convenient to rely on Priestley’s [37] version of the duality as laid out for example
in Davey and Priestley [12].
Let us recall that the dual equivalence between the category DL of distributive lattices and the category
Pri of Priestley spaces is mediated by two contravariant functors DL(−,2) and Pri(−,2) which we both
abbreviate as 2−. We only need to add to this that the two contravariant functors determined by homming
into 2
Pri
2
−
++
DL
2
−
jj
are not only a dual equivalence of categories, but also a dual equivalence of Pos-categories, covariant on the
order of the homsets. This means, for example, that a cocomma in DL can be computed as the dual of a
comma in Pri.
3 The Duality of Spans and Cospans
Since duality sends the span tabulating a relation to a cospan, we need to understand the relationship of
spans and cospans. We will see that restricting to weakening-closed spans yields a satisfactory duality. This
material owes much to Street [47, 48] and Guitart [20].
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3.1 Spans and Cospans
Given a Pos-category C and objects A,B we define the Pos-categories
Span(C, A,B) and Cospan(C, A,B)
(We may drop the reference to C in the notation). Objects in Span(C, A,B) are spans (p : W → A, q :W →
B). Arrows f : (p :W → A, q :W → B)→ (p′ :W ′ → A, q′ : W ′ → B) are arrows f ∈ C such that p′ ◦ f = p
and q′ ◦ f = q. Cospan is defined dually.
Remark 3.1. Every span (p, q) and every cospan (j, k) give rise to relations
Rel(p, q) = q∗ · p
∗ and Rel(j, k) = k∗ · j∗
if C is Pos or just a concrete Pos-category.
In general, if C has comma and cocomma objects, there are Pos-functors
Cocomma : Span(A,B)→ Cospan(A,B)
and
Comma : Cospan(A,B)→ Span(A,B)
where Comma takes a cospan and maps it to its comma square and Cocomma takes a span and maps it to
its co-comma square.
Proposition 3.2. Cocomma ⊣ Comma for all Pos-categories C with comma and cocomma objects. The
induced monad and comonad are idempotent. Restricting the functors Comma and Cocomma to a skeleton
of Span(A,B) and Cospan(A,B), this means that Comma ◦Cocomma is a closure operator and Cocomma ◦
Comma is an interior operator. Moreover, there is a bijection between fixed points of Comma ◦ Cocomma
and fixed points of Cocomma ◦Comma. Furthermore, if C = Pos, then these fixed points are in bijection with
the monotone relations A# B.
Remark 3.3. In case that C = Pos, there is a canonical choice of skeleton of Span(A,B) given by the
weakening closed subsets of A×B. The monad Comma ◦Cocomma then maps a span (p, q) to the graph of
the relation q∗ · p∗. We write
Graph(R)
for the graph of a relation R. Comma maps a cospan (j, k) to the graph of the relation k∗ · j∗.
We can reformulate the definition of graph so that it generalizes to order regular categories [30]. Instead
of fully-faithful we would then say representably fully-faithful (or P-mono) and instead of onto we would
say P-regular epi. But in this paper we work concretely over Pos and we can say surjective and embedding
instead.
Definition 3.4 (Graph). In the category Pos, we say that a span (p, q) is embedding if arrow between spans
(p, q)→ Comma(Cocomma(p, q)) is fully faithful; is weakening-closed if (p, q)→ Comma(Cocomma(p, q))
is onto; is a graph (of a monotone relation) if (p, q) → Comma(Cocomma(p, q)) is iso. A span (p, q)
represents a relation R if q∗ · p∗ = R. We say that (p, q) tabulates R if it is the graph of R.
It follows from the proposition that every relation has not only a unique tabulation as a graph, but also
a unique cotabulation, which is known as the collage of a relation and was introduced by Street [48] to
characterize relations in the case of bicategories.
Definition 3.5 (Collage). In the category Pos, we say that a cospan (j : A → C, k : B → C) is bipartite
if Cocomma(Comma(j, k)) → (j, k) is fully faithful; is onto if Cocomma(Comma(j, k)) → (j, k) is onto;
is a collage if Cocomma(Comma(j, k)) → (j, k) is iso. A cospan (j, k) represents the relation k∗ · j∗ and
cotabulates it if (j, k) is bipartite and onto.
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Spans Cospans
weakening-closed bipartite
embedding (full subobject of product) onto (quotient of coproduct)
graph of a relation collage of a relation
Table 2: Duality of spans and cospans
The terminology is summarised in Table 2.
Example 3.6. In the category Pos the collage of a relation R : A# B, or, equivalently, Cocomma(p, q) of
a span tabulating R, is given by a poset C such that C(a, a′) = A(a, a′), C(a, b) = R(a, b) and C(b, b′) =
B(b, b′). We write
Collage(R)
for the this particular cospan cotabulating R.
The next example shows that while the legs of a collage are order-reflecting in Pos, this need not be the case
in DL. A similar example can be built in all non-trivial categories of algebras which have a constant. It
follows that a general characterization of collages (or cocomma cospans) in algebraic categories needs special
investigation.
Example 3.7. Let (p : W → A, q : W → B) be the span where p is the identity on the free DL on one
generator {a}, let B be the initial DL with elements {0 < 1}, and let q map a to 0. One verifies that (q, idB)
is the cocomma of (p, q). And we have a 6≤ 0 but q(a) ≤ q(0), so that q is not an embedding. The reason is
that we have
a ≤ 0B = 0A
where the inequation comes from the span and the equation comes from the laws of DL.
3.2 Exact squares
Given a diagram
W
p
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦ q
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
A
j
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
≤ B
k
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
C
(1)
in Pos, we always have that jp ≤ kq implies Rel(p, q) ≤ Rel(j, k) (“going over is smaller or equal to going
under”). A square ((p, q), (j, k)) with jp ≤ kq is called exact if Rel(p, q) = Rel(j, k). 6 Without referring to
relations this can be expressed equivalently as in
Definition 3.8. A square in Pos as in (1) satisfying jp ≤ kq is exact if for all a, b such that ja ≤ kb there
is w such that a ≤ pw and qw ≤ b.
6Note that Rel(p, q) = Rel(j, k) implies jp ≤ kq (since Rel(p, q) = Rel(j, k) is k∗ · j∗ = q∗ · p∗ which implies j∗ · p∗ ≥ k∗ · q∗
which is equivalent to j · p ≤ k · q).
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In our context, one of the reasons why exact squares are important, is that an exact square says that the span
and the cospan represent the same relation. Informally, exact squares represent relations without preference
being given to either spans or cospans.
Let us repeat that (1) is exact iff
q∗ · p
∗ = k∗ · j∗, (2)
which is sometimes called the Beck-Chevalley-Condition. It is also important to note that (2) gives the
square (1) a direction, which we denote by
A# B.
In other words, the span and the cospan in (1) represent the same relation if read from A to B, but not
necessarily the other way around (in fact, if the cospan is a collage in Pos, the relation represented by reading
the cospan backwards is empty).
The following can be verified easily by direct computation.
Proposition 3.9. Comma squares and cocomma squares in Pos are exact.
We will see in Section 6, that most of the results about spans and cospans in Pos generalise to concretely
order-regular categories. The exactness of cocommas is one of the exceptions: It either may fail to hold or
require more work. On the other hand, the next two propositions do generalise.
Proposition 3.10. A comma in an exact square is the comma of the cospan.
Proof. Let (p′, q′) be a comma and (j, k) a cospan so that the square (p′, q′, j, k) is exact. Let (j′, k′) be
the cospan of which (p′, q′) is the comma. Now suppose that (p, q) is a cone over (j, k), that is, jp ≤ kq.
We show first that (p, q) is also a cone over (j′, k′). We know jp(w) ≤ kq(w) for all w. It follows from the
exactness of (p′, q′, j, k) that there is w′ such that p(w) ≤ p′(w′) and q′(w′) ≤ q(w), which implies
j′p(w) ≤ j′p′(w′) ≤ k′q′(w′) ≤ k′q(w).
We have shown that j′p ≤ k′q, that is, that (p, q) is a cone over (j′, k′). Since (p′, q′) is the comma of (j′, k′),
there is a unique arrow (p, q)→ (p′, q′). It follows that (p′, q′) is the comma of (j, k).
We also have the dual property for cocommas:
Proposition 3.11. A cocomma in an exact square is the cocomma of the span.
3.3 Identity and Composition of Spans and Cospans
Since we have a correspondence between relations and (co)spans and we know how to compose relations,
an obvious question is how to describe composition directly on (co)spans. But let us first quickly look at
identities.
The span (id, id) represents the identity relation, but it is not weakening closed in general. The graph of the
identity relation is given by the comma object of the cospan (id, id). On the other hand, the collage of the
identity relation is simply the cospan (id, id).
Composition of relations can be done directly on representing spans by taking comma objects (or any exact
square, for that matter). If in the diagram
r
}}④④
④④
④④
④
s
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
p
}}④④
④④
④④
④ q
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈ p′
}}④④
④④
④④
④ q′
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈ (3)
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(r, s) is the comma span of (q, p′) then (pr, q′s) represents Rel(p′, q′) · Rel(p, q), which is immediate if we
have exactness of comma squares.
It is important to note that this composition does not preserve graphs. For example, if p = q′ : 2 → 1 and
q = p′ = id2 then Rel(pr, q
′s) is the identity on 1 but (pr, q′s) not an embedding span.
But composition of spans does preserve weakening closure:
Proposition 3.12. If in (3) we have that (p, q) and (p′, q′) are weakening-closed and (r, s) is the comma
span of (q, p′), then (pr, q′s) is weakening-closed.
Composition of cospans is done by cocomma squares, dualising (3), and relying on exactness of cocomma
squares.
j

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
k
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
j′

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
k′
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
i

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
l
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
(4)
Composition by cospans does not preserve collages. Indeed, similarly to the previous example, if we take
(j, k) and (j′, k′) to be the collages of {(0, 0), (0, 1)} and {(0, 0), (1, 0)} respectively, then (ij, lk′) is not a
collage (because it is not onto, ie, there are elements neither in the image of ij nor in the image of lk′.
But composition by cospans does preserve being bipartite:
Proposition 3.13. If in (4) we have that (j, k) and (j′, k′) are bipartite and (i, l) is the cocomma span of
(k, j′), then (ij, lk′) is bipartite.
4 Dual Relations in Posets
The purpose of this section is to extend to relations the well-known dualising functor
f : X → Y 7→ 2f : 2Y → 2X
taking a monotone function to its inverse image. As suggested by the previous section, this can be done by
applying the functor 2− to either the legs of a tabulating span or to the legs of a co-tabulating cospan. We
show that these two procedures agree and that 2− extends to a functor on Pos = Rel(Pos).
The contravariance of 2− means that the extension is contravariant on the order of the homsets (2-cells):
If r ⊆ r′ are two relations, then tabulating them as (p, q)→ (p′, q′) and applying a contravariant functor F
gives cospans
(Fp′, F q′)→ (Fp, Fq). (5)
As explained in the next remark, it follows from this that the extension must be covariant on relations
(1-cells). This fits well with Shulman’s philosophy of framed bicategories [44] where he considers relations as
generalized objects, not arrows. We will have an application of categories of relations as framed bicategories
in Section 7.2.
Remark 4.1. (Covariance on relations.) Let F,G be Pos-functors that are contravariant on 1-cells and
covariant on 2-cells. Assume that we have a construction C 7→ Rel(C) with functors (−)∗ : C → Rel(C)co and
(−)∗ : C → Rel(C)op (or, equivalently, (−)∗ : Cop → Rel(C)). Further assume that there are functors F and
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G that are contravariant on 2-cells. Then to complete the diagram
Rel(X )
F
,,
Rel(A)
G
mm
X
(−)
OO
F
,, Aop
(−)
OO
G
ll
we are forced to set things up in such a way that the extensions F ,G are covariant on relations. Indeed,
after fixing one of the embeddings, say we use (−)∗ on the X -side, we need to use the other one (−)∗ on the
A-side, since this is the only way to accommodate that F and G are contravariant on 2-cells. This in turn
forces the extensions F ,G to be covariant on 1-cells.
The reason for later choosing (−)∗ on the space-side and (−)∗ on the algebra-side is explained at the
beginning of Section 5.2. Here we only need the functors, defined in Section 2.2 , (−)∗ : Pos → Pos
co
and
(−)∗ : Posop → Pos, where we continue to abbreviate Pos = Rel(Pos).
4.1 Extending to Relations via Spans
We derive condition (7), which allows us to calculate the dual of a relation in specific examples. The formula
arises from applying 2− to a graph and then converting the resulting cospan to a relation. Recall that a
cospan (j, k) represents the relation k∗ · j∗ defined to hold for a pair (x, y) iff j(x) ≤ k(y).
Proposition 4.2 (2− via spans). Given a monotone relation r : X # Y in Pos, define 2(r) via first
converting r into its graph X
p
← R
q
→ Y and then applying 2− to the legs of the span, yielding a cospan
2
X 2
p
→ 2R
2
q
← 2Y
which in turn gives rise to a relation
2(r) = (2q)∗ · (2p)∗ : 2
X # 2
Y . (6)
Then
(A,B) ∈ 2(r) ⇔ R[A] ⊆ B (7)
where R[A] = {b | ∃a ∈ A . aRb}.
Proof. We have
(A,B) ∈ 2(r) ⇔ 2p(A) ⊆ 2q(B)
⇔ ∀x ∈ X. ∀y ∈ Y. x ∈ A & xRy ⇒ y ∈ B
or, in one picture,
R
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
X
A

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
≤ Y
B
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
2
(8)
iff (A,B) ∈ 2(r).
Remark 4.3. For logics with many-valued valuations in a poset D we have
(A,B) ∈ D(r) ⇐⇒ ∀x ∈ X. ∀y ∈ Y. xRy ⇒ A(x) ≤ B(y).
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4.2 Extending to Relations via Cospans
In this section, we see that extending 2− via cospans gives the same dual relations as the extension via spans
from the previous section, see (7) and (10). The formula (10) arises from applying 2− to a cotabulating
cospan and then turning the resulting span into a relation. Recall that a span (p, q) represents the relation
q∗ · p∗ defined to hold for a pair (x, y) iff ∃w . x ≤ p(w) & q(w) ≤ y.
Proposition 4.4 (2− via cospans). Given a monotone relation r : X # Y , first convert r into a cospan
X
j
→ R
k
← Y and then apply 2−, yielding a span
2
X 2
j
← 2R
2
k
→ 2Y ,
and hence a relation
2(r) = (2k)∗ · (2
j)∗ : 2X # 2Y . (9)
Then we have (A,B) ∈ 2(r) if and only if
∀b ∈ Y. ∀a ∈ X. a ∈ A & aRb ⇒ b ∈ B. (10)
Proof. We have by definition of 2 that
(A,B) ∈ 2(r) ⇔ ∃C ∈ 2R . A ⊆ 2j(C) & 2k(C) ⊆ B. (11)
For “only if”, assume x ∈ A and xRy. From A ⊆ 2j(C) we know jx ∈ C and from xRy that jx ≤ ky. Since
C : R→ 2 is monotone we have ky ∈ C and it follows from 2k(C) ⊆ B that y ∈ B. For “if” define C to be
the upper closure of {j(x) | x ∈ A}.
Remark 4.5. Recalling the definition of a collage from Example 3.6, it is clear that for the equivalence
(10), it is crucial that 2R consists of upward closed sets. This is also highlighted by the diagram
Graph(r)
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
X
j
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏ ≤
A
,,
≤
Y
k
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
B
rr
≤R
C

2
(12)
which can be used to express Proposition 4.4 more categorically by saying that (A,B) ∈ 2(r) iff (A,B) is a
cocone for the span Graph(r). As an aside, since (j, k) is a cocomma, we can always find a C for which the
“≤” in the two triangles can be replaced by “=”. This shows that the span 2X ← 2R → 2Y is weakening
closed and that the “⊆” in (11) can be replaced by “=”. Finally, comparing (8) and (12) explains why we
obtain the same result whether dualising the relation r with R being the graph in (8) or with R being the
collage in (12).
4.3 Functoriality and Universality of the Extension
So far in this section, we have seen how to extend the contravariant functor 2− : Pos→ Pos to relations. In
order to know that this extension is functorial and does not depend on a choice of span (or choice of cospan),
we need to know that the functor preserves factorizations and exact squares.
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In more detail, we will employ the general results about extending functors to monotone relations known
from [4, Theorem 4.1] for the extension via spans and [5, Theorem 5.10] for the extension via cospans.
These results have also been presented in the survey [29] as Theorems 3.8 and 3.10, which may be the most
convenient reference for our purposes.
We will later need a generalization of [4, Theorem 4.1] from posets to concrete categories over posets. The
reader may therefore also refer to Theorem 6.11 (and the dual Theorem 6.12) of this paper and instantiate
the categories X and A with Pos.
Remark 4.6. To conclude that the extension 2 is functorial, we will use the extension-via-spans theorem
(see [4, Thm.4.1] or [29, Thm.3.8] or Theorem 6.11) which guarantees that the extension F of F in
Pos
co F // Kco
Pos
F
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(−)∗
OO
is universal and functorial, if F satisfies the following properties.
1. F preserves maps, that is, every Ff has a right adjoint (Ff)r in K (which is a left-adjoint in Kco).
2. F preserves exact squares, that is, Fq · (Fp)r = (Fk)r · Fj for every exact square (1).
3. Fe · (Fe)r = Id for all surjections e in Pos.
For the extension via cospans, we have the same theorem with Property 3 being replaced by
3. (Fj)r · (Fj) = Id for all embeddings j in Pos.
To show that 2 is a functor we verify that (−)∗ ◦ 2 satisfies properties 1-3 above. Since the extension is
universal and therefore unique, it also follows that the span and the cospan extension agree, giving a different
argument for what we have seen by direct calculation in Propositions 4.2 and 4.4.
We first recall the well-known fact that 2 preserves Onto-Embedding factorizations.
Lemma 4.7. The contravariant functor 2− : Pos→ Pos maps surjections to embeddings and embeddings to
surjections.
Proof. Let f : X → Y , hence 2f : [Y,2] → [X,2] . If f is onto and 2f (p) ≤ 2f (q), then p ◦ f ≤ q ◦ f and
p ≤ q, proving that 2f is an embedding. If f is an embedding and p : X → 2, then there is q : Y → 2 such
that q ◦ f = p (eg, one can take q as the left or right Kan-Extension of p along f).
Of central importance is that 2− preserves exact squares:
Lemma 4.8. Let
W
p
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥ q
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
X
f
  
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
≤ Y
g
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
Z
(13)
be an exact square, that is, f ◦ p ≤ g ◦ q and ∀x, y . (fx ≤ gy ⇒ ∃w . x ≤ pw & qw ≤ y) or, equivalently,
q∗ · p
∗ = g∗ · f∗.
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Then
2
W
==
2
p
④④
④④
④④
④④
aa
2
q
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
2
X
aa
2
f ❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
≤
2
Y
==
2
g
④④
④④
④④
④④
2
Z
(14)
is exact, that is,
(2q)∗ · (2p)∗ = (2
g)∗ · (2
f )∗ .
Proof. Assume ap ≤ bq. We have to show that there is c such that a ≤ cf and cg ≤ b.
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Let c = {z ∈ Z | ∃x ∈ a . f(x) ≤ z}. Then a ≤ cf . It remains to show cg ≤ b, which follows from ap ≤ bq.
Indeed, if gy ∈ c then there is x ∈ a such that fx ≤ gy. From exactness, we get a w such that x ≤ pw
and qw ≤ y, which, together with our assumption, implies a(x) ≤ b(y), that is, due to x ∈ a, the required
y ∈ b.
Remark 4.9. The proof does not depend on the span (p, q) being weakening closed. This can be used to
simplify the computation of dual relations by choosing smaller generating spans.
Relying on terminology from Section 2.2 and 3.3, we are now ready to prove
Theorem 4.10. The extensions 2 : Rel(Pos)co → Rel(Pos) of 2 defined by applying 2 to a tabulating span
as in Proposition 4.2 or to a co-tabulating cospan as in Proposition 4.4 agree and are functorial. They are
also universal wrt to the properties 1-3 on page 18. Moreover, 2X,Y : Rel(Pos)(X,Y )
op → Rel(Pos)(2X ,2Y ),
R 7→ {(a, b) | R[a] ⊆ b} is a complete meet-semilattice homomorphism.
Proof. Let F = (−)∗ · 2 in Remark 4.6. To verify Property 1 of Remark 4.6, we note that F takes a map
f : X → Y and sends it to the relation Ff = (2f )∗, see Section 2.2. This verifies that (2f )r = (2f )∗ is the
left-adjoint of Ff in Pos = Kco and the right-adjoint of Ff in Posco = K.
For Property 2, we use that 2 preserves exact squares by Lemma 4.8. That (−)∗, and (−)∗, preserves
exact squares is immediate from writing out the definitions.
Both the span and the cospan version of Property 3 follow from Proposition 2.15 and Lemma 4.7.
Finally, we need to verify that F agrees with 2 as defined in Propositions 4.2 or 4.4. To this end, thanks
to the universality and uniqueness of F , it suffices to show that 2 ◦ (−)∗ = Ff . In case of the extension by
spans, on the left-hand side, a map f : X → Y is sent by (−)∗ to the span (p, q) of the cospan (f, id), which
in turn is then dualised by 2 to (2q)∗ · (2p)∗, see (6). Since (p, q) and (id, f) both form exact squares with
the cospan (f, id) and since 2− preserves exact squares, we have (2q)∗ · (2p)∗ = (2f )∗ · id∗ = Ff .
In case of the extension by cospans, on the left-hand side, a map f : X → Y is sent by (−)∗ to the cospan
(f, id), which in turn is then dualised by 2 to id∗ · (2f )∗, see (9), which equals Ff .
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Remark 4.11. To extend functors to relations via spans, it is in fact sufficient to require that the functor
preserves exact squares with weakening-closed spans, since spans are composed by commas (see Section 3.2)
and commas are weakening closed.
Remark 4.12 (Independence of choice of span). Under the conditions of the extension theorem, it is the
case that the relation lifting on a relation R can be computed by applying the functor to any representing
weakening-closed span. But if, as it is the case in our situation, a category has cocomma objects and
cocomma objects are exact, then the relation lifting can be computed on any span, including those that are
not weakening closed. This follows from the facts that (i) two spans represent the same relation iff they have
isomorphic cocommas (Proposition 3.2), that (ii) cocommas are exact (Proposition 3.9) and that (iii) 2−
preserves exact squares (Lemma 4.8 and Remark 4.9). A dual argument shows that if two cospans represent
the same relation, then applying 2− to both cospans gives the same relation.
Theorem 7.11 will show that we can extend not only the functor 2−, but also to the adjunction 2− ⊣
(2−)op : Posop → Pos.
4.4 Examples
We illustrate three different interpretations of the dual 2(R) of a relation R
(A,B) ∈ 2(R) ⇔ R[A] ⊆ B.
Hoare Logic. First, we have an example from program verficiation and the relational theory of computa-
tion.
Example 4.13. If R ⊆ X ×X is the relation representing a non-determinstic computation, then (A,B) ∈
2(R) iff inputs satisfy A then outputs satsify B. In other words, (A,B) ∈ 2(R) iff (A,B) are a pair of pre-
and post-conditions of the computation R, or,
{A}R{B}
in a notation common in program verification and Hoare logic. Note that this is indeed a weakening relation
as we have as one of the rules of Hoare logic
A′ ≤ A {A} R {B} B ≤ B′
{A′} R {B′}
.
Moreover, the meet preserving function 2X,Y maps a relation to its theory of precondition and postcondition
pairs while its left-adjoint
Rel(Pos)(X,Y )op ⊥
Theory
22
rr
Implementation
Rel(Pos)(2X ,2Y )
takes a ‘specification’ S ∈ Rel(Pos)(2X ,2Y ) to
⋃
{R | S ⊆ 2(R)}, ie, to the largest relation satisfying S.
Second, we describe quotienting by an equivalence relation or preorder. We emphasise that even to
describe the dual of equivalence relations on a discrete set one is led to consider weakening relations with
respect to a non-discrete order, namely the inclusion order between subsets. From a technical point of view,
this stems, on the one hand, from the fact that we work with a dualising object 2 that is equipped with an
order and, on the other hand, from the fact that the relationship between spans and cospans is not mediated
via pullback/pushout but via comma/cocomma, see Definition 2.4 and Section 3. Working with a discrete
2 and with discrete spans/cospans, we would not obtain a dual equivalence between, say, relations on finite
sets and relations on finite Boolean algebras.
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Example 4.14. Let R be a relation on a set X .
1. If R is reflexive then 2(R) ⊆ Id
2
X .
2. If R is reflexive and transitive then 2(R) ⊆ Id
2
X and 2(R);2(R) ⊇ 2(R). Such a relation 2(R) is
called interpolative.
3. If R is an equivalence relation, then 2X/R is bijective to the set {(A,A) | R[A] ⊆ A} of reflexive
elements of 2(R).
Reflexive and transitive relations are idempotent relations above idenity and interpolative relations are
idempotent relations below idenity. So item 2 becomes the obvious statement that duality maps idempotent
relations above idenity to idempotent relations below identity.
The example generalises to posets X . The first two items transfer verbatim, noting that IdA now refers
to the order of A.
Example 4.15. Let R be a weakening relation on a poset X . If R is a preorder, then the set 2X/R of upper
sets of X/R is bijective to {(A,A) | R[A] ⊆ A}. Here X/R is the partial order quotient of X wrt R.
These observations will lead to new duality results for categories where objects are endo-relations, see
Section 6.3.
Third, we present an example from the theory of bitopological spaces. A bitopological space (X, τ−, τ+)
is simply a set X with two topologies. While certain complete lattices, known as frames can be considered
as algebraic duals of topological spaces (see [24] for details), pairs of lattices (L−, L+) dualise bitopological
spaces. This setting is of interest because adding two monotone relations
con : L− # L
∂
+ tot : L
∂
+ # L−
to the pair of lattices one can characterise a large class of well-known topological spaces by a finitary
structure [25]. The functor from bitopological spaces to so-called d-frames is easily explained. It takes a
space (X, τ−, τ+) to the frames L− = τ− and L+ = τ+ with con defined as the set of pairs (a−, a+) ∈ τ−×τ+
such that a− ∩ a+ = ∅ and tot as the set of pairs such that a− ∪ a+ = X . (The names con and tot
should remind us of ‘consistent’ and ‘total’.) The functor from d-frames to bitopological spaces takes a
structure (L−, L+, con, tot) to the bitopological space (X, τ−, τ+) where X is the set of pairs (p−, p+) of
frame morphisms p− : L− → 2 and p+ : L+ → 2 such that
∀(a−, a+) ∈ con . p−(a−) = 0 or p+(a+) = 0 (16)
∀(a+, a−) ∈ tot . p−(a−) = 1 or p+(a+) = 1 (17)
Using formula (7) to compute the dual of a relation, one can verify
Example 4.16 (Duals of d-frames). The carrier of the dual of a d-frame (L−, L+, con, tot) is the intersection
2(con) ∩ 2(tot) of the dual of con and tot . For the proof, it is not difficult to verify that (p−, p+) satisfies
(16) iff (p−, p+) ∈ 2(con) and that (p−, p+) satisfies (17) iff (p−, p+) ∈ 2(tot).
5 Dual Relations in Priestley Spaces
In this section, we will use the results from the previous section on poset relations in order to show that the
dual equivalence of Priestley spaces and distributive lattices extends from maps to relations.
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5.1 Priestley Spaces and Distributive Lattices
In this section we define the category Rel(DL) of distributive lattice relations and the category Rel(Pri) of
Priestley relations. We defined DL-relations in Definition 2.18.
Definition 5.1 (Rel(DL)). The category Rel(DL), abbreviated to DL, has the same objects as DL and
DL-relations as arrows. Homsets are ordered by inclusion.
Pri-relations can be defined in the same way.
Definition 5.2 (Rel(Pri)). A Pri-relation A # B is an upward-closed subspace of Aop × B. The category
Rel(Pri), or Pri for short, has the same objects as Pri and Pri-relations as arrows. Homsets are ordered by
inclusion.
For future reference we prove some properties that will be needed later. In particular, the properties
below establish that DL and Pri are examples of concretely order-regular categories as defined in Section 6.
(Note that if a functor A → B creates limits or lifts limits and B is complete, then the functor preserves
limits.)
Proposition 5.3. U : DL → Pos creates Pos-limits and (Onto,Emb) factorisations. DL is order regular.
Comma squares in DL are exact. Identities and composition in Rel(DL) are inherited from Rel(Pos).
Proof. These properties of the first two sentences are true for all P-varieties (and P-quasi-varieties) [30]. The
others follow from this.
Proposition 5.4. The forgetful functor V : Pri → Pos lifts limits and factorisations uniquely. Comma
squares in Pri are exact. Identities and composition in Rel(DL) are inherited from Rel(Pos).
Proof. 1) Ordinary limits in Pri are equalisers of products equipped with the subspace topology. Cotensors
I ⋔ X , with I a poset and X a Priestley space, are given by {(xi)i∈I | i ≤I j ⇒ xi ≤X xj}, which is a
closed subspace of the |I|-fold power of X and hence a Priestley space. It follows from [27, Theorem 3.73]
that all weighted limits exist. V lifts these limits uniquely, since the property of being a limit prescribes
that limits must be equipped with the subspace topology. 2) Pri has a factorisation system consisting of
embeddings with the subspace topology and surjections. 3) The statements about comma squares, identities
and composition follow from the above.
The next lemma contains the crucial technical observation.
Lemma 5.5. The contravariant functors 2− : DL→ Pri and 2− : Pri→ DL preserve exact squares.
Proof. For the proof, we use the notation of Lemma 4.8. For 2− : DL → Pri, suppose we have the exact
square (13) in DL and its image under 2 in Pri as in (14). We need to show that we can find an appropriate
DL-morphism c in (15). The forward image of a via f is a filter basis, that is,
f [a+] = {z ∈ Z | ∃x . a(x) = 1 & f(x) ≤ z} (18)
is a filter. Likewise,
g[b−] = {z ∈ Z | ∃y . b(y) = 0 & z ≤ g(y)} (19)
is an ideal.
Assume a ◦ p ≤ b ◦ q, that is, 2p(a) ⊆ 2q(b). Then f [a+] is disjoint from g[b−]. For suppose not. Then
for some x and y, a(x) = 1, b(y) = 0, and f(x) ≤ g(y). By exactness, there is a w so that x ≤ p(w) and
q(w) ≤ y. But then our assumption tells us that a(x) ≤ b(y), contradicting a(x) = 1 and b(y) = 0. Hence
f [a+] is disjoint from g[b−].
Therefore, by the prime ideal theorem, f [a+] and g[b−] extend to some c ∈ 2
Z , so that z ∈ f [a+] implies
c(z) = 1 and z ∈ g[b−] implies c(z) = 0. That is, a ≤ 2f (c) and 2g(c) ≤ b, as required.
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For 2− : Pri→ DL, suppose (15) is in Pri. Define f [a+] and g[b−] as above. Evidently,
f [a+] =↑ f(a
−1({1})) and g[b−] =↓ g(b
−1({0})).
Adapting the argument for DL above, suppose 2p(a) ⊆ 2q(b). Then f [b+] ∩ g[b−] = ∅. Because a−1({1}) is
closed, it is compact. So f(a−1({1})) is compact, hence closed. The upper set determined by any closed set
is closed. So f [a+] is an upper compact set. Likewise, g[b−] is a lower compact set.
Fix z ∈ f [a+]. For each z′ ∈ g[b−], z  z′. So there is a clopen upper set Uz′ containing z′ and excluding
z. These cover g[b−]. So finitely many, say Uz′
0
, ..., Uz′
n−1
, suffice to cover. Thus the intersection of their
complements is an upper clopen containing z that is disjoint from g[b−]. Call this Vz . The upper clopens
Vz cover f [a+]. And again finitely many, say Vz0 , ..., Vzm−1 , suffice to cover f [a+]. The union of these is an
upper clopen that covers f [a+] and is disjoint from g[b−].
Let c be the corresponding element of 2Z . Then a ≤ 2f (c) and 2g(c) ≤ b.
Corollary 5.6. In DL and Pri cocomma squares are exact.
Proof. The homming-into-2 functors mediating the dual equivalence between DL and Pri are locally monotone
and hence Pos-enriched. Therefore cocommas in DL (or Pri) are commas in Pri (or DL), which are exact.
And exactness is preserved by 2−.
Remark 5.7. Duality is helpful here. Recall from Example 3.6 that in Pos, the exactness of cocommas was
immediately obvious from their explicit characterization of cocommas as collages. But we do not have such
a characterization for DLs, see also Example 5.11.
We will see in Remark 7.8 that the relationship of Corollary 5.6 between exactness of cocommas and
preservation of exact squares extends to other concretely order-regular categories.
Finally, we will need the following result, which is well-known.
Lemma 5.8. The contravariant functors 2− : Pri → DL and 2− : DL → Pri map surjections to embeddings
and embeddings to surjections.
Proof. For 2− : Pri → DL, we let f : X → Y so that 2f : [Y,2] → [X,2]. If f is onto, then 2f is an
embedding, for the same reason as in Pos. If f is an embedding and p : X → 2 is a clopen upset, then by
the Priestley separation axiom there is a clopen upset q : Y → 2 containing the upset {y | f(y) ∈ p} and
disjoint from the downset {y | f(y) /∈ p}. Therefore q ◦ f = p, ie, 2f (q) = p, showing that 2f is onto.
For 2− : DL→ Pri, we let f : X → Y so that 2f : [Y,2]→ [X,2]. If f is onto, then 2f is an embedding,
for the same reason as in Pos. If f is an embedding and p : X → 2 is a prime filter, then by the prime
filter theorem there is a prime filter q : Y → 2 containing {y | f(y) ∈ p} and disjoint from {y | f(y) /∈ p}.
Therefore q ◦ f = p, ie, 2f (q) = p, showing that 2f is onto.
5.2 Duality of Relations
Before we can state and prove Theorem 5.9 about the equivalence of DL and Pri relations, we need to describe
the set-up summarised in (20).
Given a function, or deterministic program, f : X → Y there are two natural ways of associating a
relation to f . The weakening closed relation given by the ‘hypergraph’ f∗ = {(fx, y) | fx ≤ y} and the
co-weakening closed relation given by the ‘hypograph’ f∗ = {(y, fx) | y ≤ fx}.
If f is Scott-continuous then the hypergraph is closed whereas the hypograph does not have a similar good
property. This is one reason we choose to work with the hypergraph on the side of spaces. Technically, this
means that the relation associated to f will be f∗ = λx, y . Y (fx, y).
Dually, f will be mapped to 2f : 2Y → 2X . We turn this into a relation by stipulating
a ⊆ f−1(b)
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or, equivalently, f [a] ⊆ b, which agrees with (7). This means that the relation associated to a g : B → A in
DL is given by g∗ which is
g∗(a, b) = A(a, gb)
Recalling that extensions of a contravariant functor are contravariant on 2-cells, see (5), we obtain
Pri
co
2
++
DL
2
kk
Pri
(−)∗
OO
2
−
++
DLop
(−)∗
OO
2
−
jj
(20)
which is in accordance with the left-hand diagram before Remark 4.6.
The functor Pri
co
→ DL tabulates a relation r as a span
X
p
←− R
q
−→ Y
and maps it to the cospan
2
X 2
p
−→ 2R
2
q
←− 2Y
which in turn gives rise to a relation
2(r) = (2q)∗ · (2p)∗ : 2
X
# 2
Y . (21)
This agrees with the definition of 2(r) as a functor on Pos in (6), but we need to be aware that here 2X
refers to the set of Priestley-maps from X to the Priestley space 2.
The functor DL→ Pri
co
is defined in the same way on relations. In detail, it tabulates a relation r as a span
A
p
←− R
q
−→ B
and maps it to the cospan
2
A 2
p
−→ 2R
2
q
←− 2B
which in turn gives rise to a relation
2(r) = (2q)∗ · (2p)∗ : 2
A
# 2
B. (22)
This again agrees with the definition of 2(r) as a functor on Pos in (6), but now 2A refers to the set of
distributive lattice morphisms from A to the distributive lattice 2.
Theorem 5.9. The equivalence
Pri
2
−
++
DLop
2
−
jj
extends to an equivalence of categories of relations
Pri
co
2
**
DL
2
kk (23)
where 2 : Pri
co
→ DL is defined by (21) and 2 : DL→ Pri
co
is defined by (22).
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Proof. To prove that (23) is well-defined, use again Remark 4.6 and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.10.
Property 1 (preservation of maps) follows from the fact that if two Pos (or DL) relations are adjoint in Pos
then they are adjoint in Pri (or DL). Property 2 (preservation of exact squares) is Lemma 5.5. Property 3
(mapping surjections to embeddings) is Lemma 5.8.
It remains to show that (23) is an equivalence of categories. Let r be a Pri-relation and (p, q) = Graph(r).
Let (p′, q′) be the comma of the cospan (2p,2q). We have to show that Rel(p, q) = Rel(2p
′
,2q
′
). But this
follows from p = 22
p
and q = 22
q
(due to Priestley duality) and the square
2
2
p
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
2
2
q

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
2
p′

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
2
q′
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
being exact. The latter, in turn, is a consequence of 2 preserving exact squares and the comma-square of
(p′, q′) being exact. The other direction, starting with a DL-relation r, is proved in the same way.
The next proposition allows us to compute the dual of a relation by dualising the legs of a representing
span even if it is not weakening closed.
Proposition 5.10. If two (not-necessarily weakening closed) spans in DL or Pri represent the same monotone
relation, then their dual cospans do so as well.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Remark 4.12 and uses that commas and cocommas are exact (see
Corollary 5.6) and that duality preserves exactness (see Lemma 5.5).
5.3 Examples
Recall that in the category Pos, we characterised cocommas as collages. In particular, in the cocomma (j, k)
of a span (A ← R → B), the maps j and k are embeddings. Intuitively, this means that the quotient of
A + B by R cannot add inequations to A or to B. The next example shows that we cannot say the same
about cocommas of bounded distributive lattices.
Example 5.11. Let (A ← R → B) be a span in DL with R = A × B the total relation. Intuitively, the
cocomma of the span should be the trivial DL since R forces the top of A to be below the bottom of B. That
this is indeed the case is most easily seen using 2-dimensional duality (Section 2.4) to compute the cocomma
of R as the dual of the graph of the dual relation (=the dual of the comma of the dual of the span of R).
Indeed, the dual of (A← R→ B) is a cospan injecting into the disjoint union of the dual of A and the dual
of B. It follows from the disjointness that the comma of this cospan is the empty relation. Its dual is the
cospan in DL that has the one-element DL as its apex.
The example above depends crucially on working with bounded distributive lattices. It will be of interest to
look into the duality of not-necessarily-bounded distributive lattices in the future.
We continue with some examples around the Cantor space, which is a Priestley space with a discrete
ordering. The Cantor space is homeomorphic to 2N with the product topology, homeomorphic to the Stone
dual of the free Boolean algebra over the set N, and homeomorphic to the “middle-third” subspace of the
unit interval.
Example 5.12 (The ordered Cantor space). Let X be the middle-third Cantor space and X ← ≤→ X the
order inherited form the real numbers. According to (7), the dual ⊑ = 2(≤) is given by a ⊑ b iff a ⊆ b.
The following proposition shows that we can recover the distributive lattice dual to the Priestley space (X,≤)
in a natural way from the dual of ≤. For the definition of an inserter see Remark 2.9.
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Proposition 5.13. Let (X,≤) be Priestley space. The inserter of the dual of ≤ is the distributive lattice
dual to (X,≤).
Proof. Recall that the distributive lattice dual to (X,≤) is given by the upper clopens of X , hence is a
sublattice of the Boolean algebra of clopens 2X dualising X . We only need to show that this sublattice
arises the inserter of j, k : 2X ⇒ 2≤. For this we use that inserters in distributive lattices are computed as
inserters in Pos. Let (j, k) be the legs of the cospan dual to X ← ≤→ X . The inserter of (j, k) is the set of
clopens a ∈ 2X such that j(a) ⊆ k(a), that is, such that {(x, y) | x ∈ a & x ≤ y} ⊆ {(x, y) | y ∈ a & x ≤ y},
which is the set of upwards closed clopens.
The proposition can also be proved more categorically. Since (X,≤) is the quotient (= coinserter) of X by
≤, the dual of (X,≤) must be the inserter of the dual of X by the dual of ≤.
We can summarise the previous example and proposition as follows. The reflexive elements (see also
Examples 4.14 and 4.15) of the dual of X , that is those clopens a for which ≤[a] ⊆ a, form the dual of the
Priestley space (X,≤). We next consider what happens if we start from an ordered Stone space that is not
a Priestley space, an example due to Stralka.
Example 5.14 (The ersatzkette [46]). Let X be the middle-third Cantor space and x ≤ y be the relation
that holds whenever x is the left-hand and y the right-hand endpoint of a middle-third gap. The dual
⊑ = 2(≤) is given by a ⊑ b iff a ⊆ b and b strictly extends a on the right.
The next example is at the heart of a forthcoming paper on extending Stone type dualities from the
zero-dimensional to the compact Hausdorff.
Example 5.15 (The unit interval). Let X be the “middle-third” Cantor space and R the equivalence
relation that identifies the endpoints at both sides of a gap. X is a Stone space. The dual of X is the
Boolean algebra A of clopens of X . The dual ≺ = 2(R) satisfies 2(R)(a, b) if and only if the the closure of
a is contained in b or, equivalently, if a is way-below b. We will develop the general theory at which this
example is hinting at in a sequel paper. In a nutshell, the quotient of X by R is homeomorphic to the unit
interval, and, at the same time, dual to the ‘proximity lattice’ (A,≺). This observation can be extended to
a duality for compact Hausdorff spaces and proximity lattices [34].
While the unit interval is the coinserter (or, because of discreteness, the coequalizer) of X wrt R, the inserter
of the dual of R is not dual to the unit interval. The explanation for this mismatch is that in this case the
coinserter and the inserter are not computed in dual categories. In forthcoming work we will present a
category of algebras in which the inserter of the dual of R is indeed the dual of the unit interval (obviously,
the forgetful functor from this category of algebras to Pos cannot preserve inserters and, hence, cannot
preserve all Pos-limits).
6 Concretely Order-Regular Categories
In Theorem 5.9 we extended the duality between distributive lattices and Priestley spaces from maps to
relations.
This construction from a duality of maps to a duality of relations is purely category theoretic and does not
depend on the particularities of distributive lattices and Priestley spaces. All we need are comma objects
and a factorisation system in order to compose relations and a duality of maps that respects this structure
in a suitable sense. To work out the precise conditions is the purpose of this section. In the next section we
can then prove Theorem 7.6 as a category theoretic generalization of Theorem 5.9.
The main results of this section are Definition 6.1 and Theorems 6.11 and 6.12 which generalise the approach
described in Remark 4.6 to categories over Pos.
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The general setting are two forgetful functors to Pos and two contravariant functors P, S which are adjoint
on the right. In this section we concentrate on axiomatising the properties of V and U and will return to
the adjunction in Section 7.
X
V

P
))
A
U

S
ii
Pos Pos
So far we took relations as basic, and spans and cospans as devices to represent relations. This can be
transferred to concrete Pos-categories, that is, Pos-categories C with a forgetful functor
U : C → Pos.
In particular, a relation A # B in C will be a relation UA # UB. In order to make sure that a relation
also respects the structure of C, we add the requirement that UA# UB can be represented by a span in C.
Equivalently, we can say that a C-relation A# B is a subobject of A×B that is upward closed in Aop ×B.
Since the forgetful functors will be P-faithful, there is at most one relation in C over any UA# UB and the
order between the relation is inherited from Pos.
To make sure that relations in C compose as they do in Pos, we ask C to have comma objects and factorisations
and U to preserve them.
6.1 Concretely Order-Regular Categories
The following definition details the assumptions sketched above. For notions such as P-faithful, finite limits,
(Onto,Emb), etc see Section 2.1. For weakening-closed embedding spans, exact squares, etc see Section 3.
Definition 6.1. 7 A Pos-functor U : C → Pos, or just the category C if U is understood, satisfying the
following properties will be called a concretely order-regular category.
• U is P-faithful, that is, order-preserving and order-reflecting on homsets.
• C has and U preserves finite limits in the Pos-enriched sense.
• C has a factorisation system (E ,M) such that UE = Onto and UM = Emb and for all (Onto,Emb)-
factorisations Uf = e ◦m there are unique e′ ∈ E and m′ ∈M such that Ue′ = e and Um′ = m.
Remark 6.2. The third item can be replaced by the stronger requirement that C has a P-regular/P-mono
factorisation system given by (U−1Onto, U−1Emb). This would make sure that concretely order-regular
categories are order-regular and still include Priestley spaces since the image of a continuous map between
Priestley spaces is closed and, therefore, a Priestley space.
Remark 6.3. Definition 6.1 allows us to lift terminology from Pos to C. For example,
• A surjection/embedding in C is an arrow f such that Uf is a surjection/embedding in Pos.
• A span (p : W → A, q : W → B) in C is weakening-closed if (Up, Uq) is weakening-closed in Pos.
The span (p, q) is an embedding-span if the image of 〈p, q〉 : W → A×B under U is an embedding
in Pos.
7 We could follow a more abstract approach in which one defines a calculus of relations via a given set of squares declared
to be exact. Then one only needs to require existence of enough exact squares as well as functors preserving them. But this
would require the development of a theory that would distract from the duality theory we are interested in here. In all of
our examples, relations are weakening relations in Pos with, possibly, additional properties. And this is what our notion of
concretely order-regular captures.
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• A square is exact in C if its image under U is exact in Pos. It follows that U (by definition) preserves
exact squares.
Example 6.4. • All order-regular categories in the sense of [30, Def.3.18] are concretely-order regu-
lar categories under mild conditions, see [30, Thm.5.13]. This includes all quasi-varieties of ordered
algebras as well as ordered compact Hausdorff spaces such as Priestley spaces.
• All regular categories are order-regular categories with discrete homsets. This includes the categories
of compact Hausdorff spaces or Stone spaces and the category of Boolean algebras.
Definition 6.5 (C-relation). Let U : C → Pos be a concretely order-regular category and A,B ∈ C. A
U -relation, or simply, a C-relation, A # B is an isomorphism class of weakening closed embedding spans
A← • → B, or equivalently, an upward closed P-mono subobject of Aop ×B.
Definition 6.6. Given a concretely order-regular category U : C → Pos, the extension
Rel(U) : Rel(C)→ Rel(Pos) or shorter U : C → Pos,
is defined as follows. Pos is the category Rel(Pos) defined in Section 2.2. C has the same objects as C and
C-relations as arrows. The order on relations is inherited from Pos.
Remark 6.7. Composition in C is associative (and C is a category) since composition of weakening-closed
embedding spans can be computed in the base category where it is relational composition. U : C → Pos is a
P-faithful functor since the order on arrows in C is inherited from Pos.
The next definition generalises the corresponding notions from Pos, see Section 2.2, to a concretely
order-regular category C.
Definition 6.8. The functor
(−)∗ : C → C
co
takes a map f : A→ B and maps it to the comma object of the cospan (f, id). The functor
(−)∗ : Cop → C
takes f : A→ B and maps it to the comma object of (id, f).
Given our assumptions on U , we have that f∗(a, b) = B(fa, b) for f : A→ B and f
∗(a, b) = B(b, fa). It
is worth emphasising that this means that if f : A → B is a C-morphism, then the Pos-relations f∗ and f∗
are also C-relations.
Example 6.9. Concretely order-regular categories include all P-varieties, and P-quasi-varities. On the
topological side, we have categories of ordered compact Hausdorff spaces such as Stone and Priestley spaces.
Remark 6.10. As we have seen already in Theorem 5.9 on the equivalence of Rel(Pri) and Rel(DL), these
examples break the symmetry of spans and cospans. Both in the topological and in the algebraic examples,
the structure is inherited via subobjects, that is, embeddings. This explains why spans are more important
than cospans to our applications. Currently, we are not aware of examples in which the structure on relations
is given by cospans, but the mathematics to deal such a situation would be dual to what we present here.
6.2 Extending Functors
The following extension theorems generalises [4, Thm.4.1]. We follow the notation of the survey [29, Thm.3.8]
which is summarised in Remark 4.6. It states, informally speaking, that that a functor extends from maps
to relations if it preserves exact squares and maps epis to split epi relations.
Theorem 6.11. Let U : X → Pos be a concretely order-regular category as in Definition 6.1. The locally
monotone functor (−)∗ : X → X
co
has the following three properties:
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1. (−)∗ preserves maps, that is, every f∗ has a right-adjoint in X .
2. q∗ · p∗ = g∗ · f∗ for all exact squares in X
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(24)
3. e∗ · e∗ = Id for all surjections e in X .
Moreover, the functor (−)∗ is universal w.r.t. these three properties in the following sense: if K is any
concretely order-regular category to give a locally monotone functor H : X
co
→ Kco is the same as to give a
locally monotone functor F : X → Kco with the following three properties:
1. Every Ff has a right adjoint in K, denoted by (Ff)r.
2. Fq · (Fp)r = (Fg)r · Ff for all exact squares as in (26).
3. Fe · (Fe)r = Id for all epis e.
Proof. Since composition of X -relations in X is the same as the composition of the underlying relations in
Pos, the properties 1-3 of (−)∗ follow from the corresponding facts on Pos. For the universal property, given
F , we define H(f∗) = Ff and on a general relation R we let
H(R) = H(cR∗ · dR
∗) = F (cR) · F (dR)r .
In the case that R is the tabulation of f∗, we have H(R) = F (cR) · F (dR)r = id
r · Ff = f∗, because the
square defining R as the comma-object of the cospan (f∗, id) is exact and because F satisfies property 2.
A similar argument shows that H preserves identities. To show that H preserves composition, note that if
R,S are relations in X , then applying F to the diagram (which abbreviates R · S to RS)
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
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❈❈
❈❈
(25)
we obtain H(R · S) as the relation represented by the outside span and HR · HS as the relation obtained
from composing the bottom zig-zag. These two are the same because F satisfies properties 2 and 3. To show
that H is locally monotone, let R ⊆ S in X , that is, there is f in X such that dR = dS ◦ f and cR = cS ◦ f .
Then we calculate in K
H(R) = F (cR) · F (dR)r
= F (cS ◦ f) · F (dS ◦ f)r
= F (cS) · Ff · Ff r · F (dS)r
≤ F (cS) · F (dS)r
= H(S)
We have shown that X → K is locally monotone. Hence X
co
→ Kco is as well.
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There is a dual version of the theorem. Since we need it later, we write it out in detail for reference.
Theorem 6.12. Let U : A → Pos be an concretely order-regular category as in Definition 6.1. The locally
monotone functor (−)∗ : Aop → A has the following three properties:
1. Every f∗ has a left-adjoint f∗ in A.
2. q∗ · p∗ = g∗ · f∗ for all exact squares in A
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3. e∗ · e∗ = Id for all surjections e in A.
Moreover, the functor (−)∗ is universal w.r.t. these three properties in the following sense: if K is any Pos-
category to give a locally monotone functor H : A → K is the same as to give a locally monotone functor
F : Aop → K with the following three properties:
1. Every Ff has a left adjoint in K, denoted by (Ff)l.
2. (Fq)l · Fp = Fg · (Ff)l for all exact squares as in (26).
3. (Fe)l · Fe = Id for all epis e.
Proof. To aid future calculations, we emphasise some of the places where notation changes wrt to the proof
of Theorem 6.11. Given F and f : B → A, we define H(f∗) = Ff : FA→ FB and for a general relation R
we let
H(R) = H(cR∗ · dR
∗) = F (cR)l · F (dR).
In the case that R is the tabulation of f∗, we have H(R) = F (cR)l ·F (dR) = Ff · idl = Ff . The computation
showing that H is locally monotone runs as follows. Let R ⊆ S in A, that is, there is f in A such that
dR = dS ◦ f and cR = cS ◦ f . Then we calculate in K
H(R) = F (cR)l · F (dR)
= F (cS ◦ f)l · F (dS ◦ f)
= F (cS)l · Ffl · Ff · F (dS)
≤ F (cS)l · F (dS)
= H(S)
showing that H is locally monotone.
Remark 6.13. From the point of view of relations, the two theorems are the same. In both cases, we extend
a functor to a relation R by tabulating the relation as R = cR∗ · dR∗ and applying the functor to the legs.
We spelled them out both for reference in the next section.
Remark 6.14. In the previous two theorems, if the category on which the functor F is defined has exact
cocommas, or enough exact squares, then we can drop the condition 3. Indeed let (p, q) and (r, s) be two
composable spans. Let (u, v) be the comma of (q, r). Let (x, y) be the graph of the composition (p, q); (r, s).
To show that the extension to relations of F preserves composition, we need to show that (Fp, Fq); (Fr, Fs)
and (Fx, Fy) represent the same relation. Let (j, k) be a cospan completing (x, y) and (pu, qv) to exact
squares. Since F preserves exact squares, all of (Fp, Fq); (Fr, Fs) and (F (pu), F (qv)) and (Fx, Fy) represent
the same relation.
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6.3 Examples
In this section we illustrate Definition 6.5 of C-relations by a range of examples. In particular, we will build
some new dualities of categories where objects are equipped with additional structure in the form of C-
relations for various categories C. We will instantiate these general constructions with the duality of Pri and
DL-relations of Theorem 5.9. We start with an observation about completely distributive lattice relations.
Example 6.15. The functor 2 : Rel(Pos)co → Rel(Pos) from Theorem 4.10 defined by R 7→ {(a, b) | R[a] ⊆ b}
induces order-isomorphisms 2X,Y : Rel(Pos)(X,Y )
op → Rel(CDL)(2X ,2Y ) where CDL is the category of
completely distributive lattices.
For the remainder of this section, we let U : X → Pos and V : A → Pos be concrete order-regular
categories. We start by generalising Example 4.14, noting that a reflexive and transitive relation is a monad
in the category of relations and that an interpolative relation below the identity is a comonad.
Example 6.16. Let H : X → A be a contravariant functor preserving relations8 that H extends to
H : Rel(X ) → Rel(A)co. Since H is locally monotone, it maps monads (comonads) in Rel(X ) to comonads
(monads) in Rel(A).
Definition 6.17 (C-Rel, C-Pre, C-Ipl). If C is a concretely order-regular category, then we denote by C-Rel
the category that has pairs (C,R) as objects where C ∈ C and R ⊆ C × C is a C-relation and arrows
f : C,R) → (C′, R′) are functions f : C → C′ such that xRy ⇒ f(x)R′f(y) for all x, y in the underlying
poset of C. C-Pre and C-Ipl are the full subcategories of C-Rel of preorders and interpolative relations,
respectively, see Example 6.16.
Example 6.18. 9 Stone-Rel and BA-Rel as well as Stone-Pre and BA-Ipl are dually equivalent.
To keep the exposition easy, we now specialise to the example above. But Theorems 6.19 and 6.20 below
transfer to dual equivalences (F,G) that rely on dualising objects other than 2, see Remark 4.3.
Theorem 6.19. Under the standing assumptions of this subsection, the category X -Rel is dually equivalent
to the category A-Rel.
Proof. Exploiting Theorem 5.9, we only have to show that the dualising functor 2− : Stone-Rel → BA-Rel,
and its converse 2− : BA-Rel → Stone-Rel, preserve homomorphisms. To this end, going back to (8), we
consider
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Assuming xRy ⇒ f(x)R′f(y), we have to show that (a′, b′) ∈ 2(R′) ⇒ (2f (a′),2f (b′)) ∈ 2(R). In other
words, we have to show that if ∀w ∈ R . ∃w′ ∈ R′ . fp(w)) ≤ p′(w′) & q′(w′) ≤ fq(w))) and if a′p′ ≤ b′q′
then a′fp(w) ≤ b′fq(w) for all w ∈ R. This is straightforward.
Using Example 4.14, or Example 6.16, we can specialise this to preorders.
Theorem 6.20. The category of preordered Stone spaces is dually equivalent to the full subcategory of BA-Rel
in which objects (A,R) where R is interpolative (= idempotent below the identity).
Theorems 6.19 and 6.20, transfer, mutatis mutandis, to other dual equivalences than Stone and BA
including those that rely on other dualising objects.
8A functor preserves relations if it preserves exact squares and factorisations. If the categories in question have enough exact
squares, preservation of exact squares is enough.
9Stone-Pos also deserves attention.
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7 Extending Equivalences and Adjunctions
We are interested in extending contravariant adjunctions and equivalences of Pos-categories from maps to
relations. In the case of adjunctions, for Theorem 7.11, we need to appeal to the framed bicategories of
Shulman [44]. We therefore treat the easier case of equivalences first. Theorem 7.6 is a direct generalization
of Theorem 5.9 and we recommend to read Section 5.2 before reading this one.
7.1 Extending Equivalences to Categories of Relations
Let U : A → Pos and V : X → Pos be two concretely order-regular categories, see Definition 6.1.
Given a dual equivalence F : X → A and G : A → X , we will extend it to X = Rel(X ) and A = Rel(A) in
Theorem 7.6. The plan is to apply Theorems 6.11 and 6.12 to the situation
X
co
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G
kk
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Aop
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G
jj
To obtain F from Theorem 6.11, we define the functor
X → A
as mapping arrows (f : X → Y ) to relations Ff∗ : FX # FY . That is, we have (a, b) ∈ Ff∗ iff a ≤ Ff(b).
Note that Ff∗ has a left-adjoint in A and hence a right adjoint (Ff)r = Ff∗ in A
co
as required by
Theorem 6.11.
For the condition that (F−)∗ preserves exact squares, given an exact square in X
W
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(28)
we need Fq · (Fp)r = (Fg)r · Ff in A
co
, which is in A
Fq∗ · Fp∗ = Fg∗ · Ff
∗ (29)
as in Lemma 5.5 for the case of Priestley spaces and distributive lattices.
We also need that for all epis e in X we have Fe · (Fe)r = Id in A
co
, which is in A
Fe∗ · Fe∗ = Id, (30)
which holds iff F maps surjections to embeddings, as in Lemma 5.8 for the case of distributive lattices and
Priestley spaces.
Following exactly the same line of reasoning as for F above, to obtain G : A → X
co
from Theorem 6.12, we
let the functor
Aop → X
co
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be given by mapping arrows g : A→ B in A to relations Gg∗ : GB # GA. That is, we have (y, x) ∈ Gg∗ iff
Gg(y) ≤ x. Note that Gg∗ has a left adjoint
(Gg)l = Gg
∗
in X
co
, as required by Theorem 6.12. In order to verify that G satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.12,
given an exact square
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we need to check that (Gq)l ·Gp = Gg · (Gf)l in X
co
, which is in X
Gq∗ ·Gp∗ = Gg∗ ·Gf
∗ . (32)
We also need to check that for all epis e in A we have in X
co
(Ge)l ·Ge = Id ,
which is in X
Ge∗ ·Ge∗ = Id , (33)
which holds iff G maps surjections to embeddings.
To summarize, we have the following corollaries of Theorems 6.11 and 6.12 about the situation depicted in
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Proposition 7.1. Let X and A be concretely order-regular categories (Definition 6.1). If a contravariant
functor F : X → A preserves exact squares in the sense that Fq∗ · Fp∗ = Fg∗ · Ff∗ for all exact squares as
in (31) and if F takes surjections to embeddings, then F extends uniquely to a (covariant) functor X
co
→ A.
A relation r : X # Y is mapped to Fr : FX # FY given by
(a, b) ∈ Fr ⇔ Fp(a) ≤FW Fq(b)
where (p : W → X, q : W → Y ) is a tabulation of r. Fr is tabulated by the comma object of the cospan
(Fp, Fq). In case that the relation is a map, that is, in case that r = f∗ for some f : X → Y this simplifies
to
(a, b) ∈ F (f∗) ⇔ a ≤FX Ff(b).
Proof. We know from Theorem 6.11 (with H being F and Ff being Ff∗) that F (r) = Fq∗ · Fp∗, that is,
Fr(a, b) = FW (Fp(a), F q(b)). In case r = f∗, since the square defining (p, q) is exact, we have F (f∗)(a, b) =
Ff∗(a, b) = FX(a, Ff(b)).
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Remark 7.2. If X is a category of spaces and Ff = 2f = f−1, then r : X # Y is mapped to Fr : FX # FY
such that, see Proposition 4.2,
(a, b) ∈ Fr ⇐⇒ (x ∈ a & xry ⇒ y ∈ b )
which we may write in Hoare-triple notation as
{a}r{b}.
In case r : X # Y is a map f : X → Y , that is, if r = f∗, which is r(x, y) = Y (fx, y), then this can be
written as
a ⊆ f−1b.
The next result is analogous to Proposition 7.1, but worth spelling out for future reference.
Proposition 7.3. Let X and A be concretely order-regular categories (Definition 6.1). If a contravariant
functor G : A → X preserves exact squares in the sense that Gq∗ ·Gp∗ = Gg∗ ·Gf∗ for all exact squares as
in (31) and if G takes surjections to embeddings, then G extends uniquely to a (covariant) functor A → X
co
.
A relation r : A# B is mapped to Gr : GA# GB given by
(x, y) ∈ Gr ⇔ Gp(x) ≤GW Gq(y)
where (p : W → A, q : W → B) is a tabulation of r. Gr is tabulated by the comma object of the cospan
(Gq,Gp). In case that the relation is a map, that is, in case that r = g∗ for some g : B → A this simplifies
to
(x, y) ∈ G(g∗) ⇔ x ≤GA Gg(y)
Proof. We know from Theorem 6.12 (with H being G and Fg being Gg∗) that G(r) = Gq
∗ · Gp∗, that
is, Gr(x, y) = GW (Gp(x), Gq(y)). In case r = g∗, because the square defining (p, q) being exact, we have
G(g∗)(x, y) = Gg∗(x, y) = GB(Gg(x), y).
Remark 7.4. If A = DL and Gg = 2g, then a relation ⊢ : A# B is mapped to G(⊢) : GA# GB such that
for prime filters x, y
(x, y) ∈ G(⊢) ⇐⇒ ( a ∈ x & a ⊢ b ⇒ b ∈ y ).
In the words of Remark 7.2, G(⊢) is the largest relation r making the Hoare triple {a}r{b} true.
In case ⊢ : A# B is a map g : B → A, that is, if ⊢ = g∗, which means (a ⊢ b)⇔ (a ≤A g(b)), then this
can be written as x ≤GA Gg(y) which translates as a statement about prime filters into
x ⊆ g−1(y)
Before proving that dual equivalences extend from maps to relations, we need to check that the following
holds.
Lemma 7.5. Let dually equivalent F : X → A, G : A → X satisfy the assumptions of Propositions 7.1 and
7.3. Let (p : W → X, q : W → Y ) be a span representing the relation r : X # Y . Then GFr is represented
by (GFp,GFq).
Proof. Fr is represented by (Fq, Fp). Let (p′, q′) be its comma object. Because ((p′, q′), (Fq, Fp)) is an
exact square, and G preserves exact squares, we know that (Gq′, Gp′) and (GFp,GFq) represent the same
relation.
Combining Propositions 7.1 and 7.3 we obtain the following extension theorem.
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Theorem 7.6. Let X and A be concretely order-regular categories (Definition 6.1). Let F : X → A and
G : A → X be a dual equivalence of contravariant functors satisfying the assumptions of Propositions 7.1
and 7.3, namely preservation of exact squares and the mapping of surjections to injections. Then F and G
extend to an equivalence F : X
co
→ A and G : A → X
co
. Restricting this equivalence to maps as in
X
co
F
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G
kk
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jj
gives back the dual equivalence (F,G).
Proof. We have to show that the unit and counit are natural wrt relations. Using the previous lemma, it is
enough to consider diagrams such as
A

Woo

// B

GFA GFWoo // GFB
(34)
The inner squares commute by naturality wrt maps, which implies that the outer rectangle commutes since
the vertical arrows are isos.
Remark 7.7. The previous proof relies on the units being isos. This is where we cannot weaken from dual
equivalence to dual adjunctions. We will see how to deal with this with the help of framed bicategories in
the next section.
Remark 7.8. Let F : X → A and G : A → X be a dual equivalence of concretely order-regular categories.
Then F,G preserve exact squares if and only if cocommas in X and A are exact. For “only if”, note that
the dual of a cocomma square in A is exact (due to being a comma square). It then follows from the functor
preserving exactness that the cocomma square itself must be exact as well. For “if”, consider an exact square
(p, q, j, k) on one side with span (p, q) and cospan (j, k). Let (j′, k′) be the cocomma of (p, q) and (p′, q′)
be the comma of (j′, k′). The squares (p, q, j′, k′) and (p′, q′, j′, k′) are, respectively, cocomma and comma
squares by definition. Then (p, q, j, k) is also a comma square. The dual squares are then also comma and
cocomma squares, respectively. Since comma and cocomma squares are exact, so is the dual of (p, q, j, k).
7.2 Extending Adjunctions to Framed Bicategories
In this section, we are going to extend adjunctions
X
F
++
Aop
G
ii
to the corresponding categories of relations. As we noted above, the commutativity of Diagram (34) in
Rel(X ) depends on the unit of the adjunction being an isomorphism. Accordingly, in general, adjunctions
on categories of maps do not extend to adjunctions on categories of relations. But, as we will see, they do
correspond to adjunctions between framed bicategories of relations.
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Framed Bicategories. Framed bicategories [44] allow us to have both C and Rel(C) in one structure, see
also Example 2.6 in [44]. Since we only need a very special case of framed bicategories in this paper, we do
not detail the general definition and only explain how any concretely order-regular category C gives rise to
a framed bicategory §C.
Framed bicategories are special double categories. Informally speaking, forgetting the horizontal structure
of §C gives back C and forgetting the vertical structure of §C, we obtain Rel(C). Importantly, it is the double
category theoretic view which gives us the right notion of functor and adjunction. The technical point where
this matters can be seen if we go back to (34) and note that the unit of an adjunction F ⊣ G is not, in
general, natural wrt relations. In the double category theoretic view, relations are objects, not arrows and
this obstacle disappears.
For our purposes, it suffices to know that the construction described in the next proposition is a framed
bicategory. This then allows us to use that framed bicategories form a strict 2-category and, therefore, come
with a native notion of adjunction. As it turns out, this notion of adjunction is precisely the one we need in
Theorem 7.11 to prove that adjunctions extend from maps to relations.
We will write §C for the framed bicategory of relations of the category C. Technically, a framed bicategory
is a double category (strict for us) with the additional property that for every horizontal 1-cell R and every
pair (f, g) of vertical 1-cells as in
A
R(f,g)
//
f

B
g

C
R
// D
there is a unique cartesian lifting of R along (f, g). In our special case, the cartesian lifting (also known as
the restriction) of R : Cop × D → 2 along (f, g) will be the relation R(f, g), defined by mapping (a, b) to
R(f(a), g(b)).
Remark 7.9. For the reader who wants to understand in detail how framed adjunctions apply to our
setting, we give a brief guide to the notation of [44]. A,B are objects and f, g are vertical 1-cells (maps) and
M,N are horizontal 1-cells (relations). We will write 1 for identity arrows dropping the usual subscript of
1A : A → A so that A(1, 1) is the identity relation on A. In [44, Def.1], the horizontal 1-cell UA is A(1, 1),
the 2-cell Uf records the fact that A(1, 1) ≤ B(f, f), that is, that f : A→ B is monotone. Our notation for
the horizontal composition M ⊙N is M ;N or N ·M . The restriction f∗Mg∗, that is, the cartesian lifting
of M along (f, g), is M(f, g), or, equivalently, g∗ ·M · f∗.10 The extension f!Mg!, that is, the op-cartesian
lifting of M along (f, g), is g∗ ·M · f∗. The base change object fB is B(f, 1) = f∗ and Bf is B(1, f) = f∗.
Proposition 7.10. Let C be a concretely order-regular category. Then there is a framed bicategory §C that
has the same objects as C, that has the arrows of C as vertical arrows, and that has the arrows of Rel(C) as
the horizontal arrows. The 2-cells are squares
A
S //
f

B
g

C
R
// D
(35)
such that S ≤ R(f, g), or, equivalently, any of g∗ · S ⊆ R · f∗ or g∗ · S · f∗ ⊆ R or S ⊆ g∗ ·R · f∗.
Proof. With the notation of the remark above, it is immediate to verify condition (iii) of [44, Thm.4.1].
10Shulman uses (−)∗ to denote a cartesian lifting while we use (−)∗ for the embedding Pos → Rel(Pos).
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We will write
§Cco and §Cop
for the framed bicategories that are the same as §C but have, respectively, reversed 2-cells and reversed
vertical 1-cells.
Extension Theorems. In the following proposition we assume that we have an adjunction F ⊣ G : Aop →
X with F and G satisfying the assumptions that allow us to apply Propositions 7.1 and 7.3 in order to obtain
extensions §F and §G.
Theorem 7.11. Let X and A be concretely order-regular categories and let F ⊣ G : Aop → X be an
adjunction with both F and G preserving exact squares and mapping surjections to injections. Define the
extensions §F and §G on 0- and 1-cells as F and G and on 2-cells by tabulation as in Proposition 7.1 for
§F and as in Proposition 7.3 for §G. Then these extensions
§X co
§F
,,
§Aop
§G
ll
constitute an adjunction of framed bicategories. Moreover, if F and G are an equivalence, so are §F and §G.
Proof. First, we have to check that §F and §G are framed functors. Defining them on objects and vertical
1-cells as F and G and on horizontal 1-cells as F and G as in Propositions 7.1 and 7.3, §F and §G are
strong framed functors in the sense of [44, Defs.6.1,6.14]. It remains to see that the units η : Id → GF and
ε : Id → FG of the adjunction extend to framed transformations [44, Defs.6.15,6.16]. Since our 2-cells are
posetal, all 2-cell diagrams between the same 1-cells commute. So it suffices to show that for all relations
R : A→ B we have a 2-cell (ηA, ηB) : R⇒ GFR, that is, (ηB)∗ ·R ⊆ GFR · (ηA)∗ and this follows from the
two squares in (34) commuting.
As a corollary we obtain a result in the same spirit as the equivalence Theorem 7.6. But, technically,
they are different theorems, because Theorem 7.6 is about categories where relations are arrows, whereas
Corollary 7.12 is about framed bicategories where relations are objects parameterised by maps.
Corollary 7.12. Let X and A be concretely order-regular categories and let F ⊣ G : Aop → X be an dual
equivalence with both F and G preserving exact squares and mapping surjections to injections. Then there
is an equivalence between the framed bicategories §X co and §Aop, determined by the action of F and G on
vertical arrows.
The next theorem shows that the adjunction ‘homming into 2’ extends to relations. It only works for
the framed bicategory §Pos and has no analogue in terms of Rel(Pos).
Corollary 7.13. 2− ⊣ 2− : §Posop → §Pos is a framed (and op-framed) adjunction.
7.3 Examples
We exhibit two further dualities that satisfy the assumptions of Theorems 7.6 and 7.11. We start with some
remarks on semi-lattices in ordered categories.
Pos-algebras (or Pri-algebras) have monotonic (or monotonic continuous) operations. But if the operations
themselves determine a partial order, for example, if one of the operations is associative and idempotent, the
underlying partial order does not have to coincide with the algebraically determined order. For example, it
possible to have a lattice in Pos for which the lattice order is not the same as the underlying order (take a
lattice with discrete undrlying set). So care needs to be taken in specifying how the poset order and derived
order relate.
In Set, a semilattice is only conventionally spoken of being a meet or join semilattice depending on
intuition. In Pos, a semilattice may actually be a meet or join semilattice (or neither) according to whether
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the underlying poset order coincides with the order defined by the lattice operation, or its opposite. Thus
we call a unital semilattice (X, ∗, e) in Pos a unital meet semilattice if x ≤ y coincides with x = x ∗ y, and e
is the maximal element. Likewise we call it a unital join semilattice if x ≤ y coincides with x ∗ y = y, and e
is the minimal element.
To show that the conditions of Theorems 7.6 and 7.11 are satisfied for a particular natural duality, the
key step is to verify that the functors mediating the duality preserve exact squares.
We use the notation of the proof of Lemma 5.5.
7.3.1 Hofmann-Mislove-Stralka Duality
Hofmann-Mislove-Stralka duality [18] establishes that the duals of unital meet semilattices in Pos are unital
meet semilattices in Pri. So take a Hofmann-Mislove-Stralka space, or HMS space, to be a unital join
semilattice in Pri.
Suppose we have an exact square (13) in meet semilattices. We must show that the dual square is exact
in HMS spaces.
Since 2− preserves order on morphisms, 2p ◦2f ≤ 2q ◦2g. Consider some a ∈ 2X , b ∈ 2Y so that 2p(a) ≤
2
q(b). Then f [a+], see (18), is a filter. So it corresponds to an element c of 2
Z , which by construction satisfies
a ≤ 2f (c). Also if 2g(c)(y) = 1, then there is some x so that a(x) = 1 and f(x) ≤ g(y). So by exactness of
the given square, pick w so that x ≤ p(w) and q(w) ≤ y. Hence 1 = a(x) ≤ a(p(w)) ≤ b(q(w)) ≤ b(y). We
have shown that a ≤ 2f (c) and 2g(c) ≤ b, that is, the dual square in HMS is exact.
In the other direction, suppose we have an exact square (13) in HMS spaces. Again 2− preserves order
on morphisms, so 2p ◦ 2f ≤ 2q ◦ 2g.
In an HMS space a closed ideal is principal. This follows from the following observations. As Priestley
spaces, HMS spaces are bitopologically spectral spaces. That is, (i) the upper opens constitute a spectral
topology, as do the lower opens, (ii) the Priestley order is the specialization order for the upper open topology,
and is the converse of the specialization order for the lower topology, and (iii) the Priestley topology is the
join of these two spectral topologies. In particular, the upper open topology is sober. So specialization is a
dcpo. Suppose I is a closed ideal. Since it is a downset, it is closed in the upper open set topology. Suppose
C ∪ D ⊆ I for two closed sets C and D. If x ∈ I \ C and y ∈ I \D, then x ∧ y ∈ I \ (C ∪ D). So I is an
irreducible closed, and must be the closure (in the upper open set topology) of a point.
Suppose 2p(a) ≤ 2q(b). Then f [a+] and g[b−], see (18) and (19), must be disjoint. For suppose not.
Then for some x and y, a(x) = 1, f(x) ≤ g(y), and b(y) = 0. By exactness, there is a w so that x ≤ p(w)
and q(w) ≤ y. But then a(x) ≤ b(y), contradicting a(x) = 1 and b(y) = 0.
Since f is continuous, and a+ is clopen, f [a+] is compact. And since g[b−] is a principal ideal, g[b−] =
↓g(y∗) for some y∗ ∈ b.
For each x ∈ a+, f(x)  g(y∗). So there is a clopen ideal Ix separating them. That is, g(y∗) ∈ Ix and
f(x) /∈ Ix. The complements of these Ix’s form an open cover of f [a+]. So finitely many suffice, and the
intersection of the corresponding clopen ideals contains g(y∗), and is disjoint from f [a+]. This intersection
is itself a clopen ideal determining an HMS morphism c ∈ 2Z . Clearly, a ≤ 2f (c) and 2g(c) ≤ b directly by
the construction.
7.3.2 Banaschewski Duality
Banaschewski [2] shows, in effect, that the topological duals of posets are bounded distributive lattices in
Pri where the underlying order coincides with the lattice order – we call such spaces Banaschewski spaces.
Suppose (13) is an exact square in Banaschewski spaces. Then 2p ◦ 2f ≤ 2q ◦ 2g in Pos.
Suppose 2p(a) ≤ 2q(b). By the same argument as in HMS spaces, g[b−] is a principal ideal and f [a+] is
a principal filter. Let y∗ be the generator of g[b−] and x∗ be the generator of f [a+]. Then f(x∗)  g(y∗) by
exactness of the given square. So there is a closed prime ideal separating them.
Suppose (13) is an exact square in Pos. Then 2p ◦2f ≤ 2q ◦2g in Banaschewski spaces. If 2p(a) ≤ 2q(b),
then f [a+] is an up-set, g[b−] is a down-set, and the two are disjoint. So f [a+] determines an c element of
2
C that satisfies a ≤ 2f (c) by construction. Clearly, 2g(c)(y) = c(g(y)) ≤ b(y) for every y ∈ Y .
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8 Conclusion
We showed how to extend an equivalence or adjunction from maps to relations. In more detail, Theo-
rem 7.6 extends a dual equivalence of maps to a dual equivalence of relations, while Theorem 7.11 extends
a dual adjunction (or equivalence) of maps to a dual adjunction (or equivalence) of the framed bicategory
of relations.
The general framework is that of regular categories in a suitable order-enriched sense. Roughly speaking,
the categories in question must have forgetful functors that preserve order-enriched limits and preserve
regular factorisations; and the adjoint functors must preserve exact squares and regular factorisations.
In our experience, to exhibit a particular example of an adjunction or equivalence satisfying these con-
ditions, most of the work will go into verifying preservation of exact squares, see Lemma 5.5 for our main
example. It is worth noting that the proofs involving the dualising object 2, always follow the same common
outline inherited from Pos, with the particularities of the situation entering only in one specific place, see
Lemma 5.5 and the proofs of Section 7.3 for specific examples
In a sequel paper, we will apply the duality of relations in order to extend zero-dimensional dualities to
continuous ones in a systematic way. As we have seen here, dualities such as the one between ordered Stone
spaces and distributive lattices can be extended from maps to relations. Once we have relations, we can split
idempotents and then restrict to maps again, obtaining a non-zero dimensional duality.
For future investigations, two important questions concern other dualising objects than 2. First, while
staying inside order-enriched categories, we plan to integrate our work here into the theory of natural dualities
as described by Clark and Davey [10] and to specialise Theorems 7.6 and 7.11 to this setting.
Second, we want to know whether our approach can be extended to other enrichments than 2 as for
example Lawvere’s generalized metric spaces [32]. In particular, it would be interesting to see whether this
could find applications to stochastic relations as studied, for example, in Doberkat [13] and Panangaden [36].
There is also a long list of more specific questions. For example, as discussed after Example 5.11, it should
be interesting to look at dual relations of not-necessarily-bounded distributive lattices. Or a wide range of
other dualities, for that matter. There is also the question how much of the theory of regular categories
transfers to order-regular categories. Finally, there are a number of technical questions, for example whether
cocommas are exact in all order-regular categories or how an explicit characterisations of cocommas in various
algebraic categories including distributive lattices would look like.
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